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PREFACE 
This thesis is the result of a study into the operating characteristics of 
photovoltaic arrays under diverse operating conditions. Computer simulations of PV 
arrays were performed using a range of insolation conditions and cell fill factors. 
Conclusions were then reached for several different array configurations as follows: 
1. Tracking arrays were compared to fixed position arrays. 
2. The performance of loads designed to maximize energy utilization 
efficiency were compared to the performance of loads designed to 
maximize power output. 
There are many people who deserve part of the credit for the success of this 
study. First, I would like to thank my advisor, Dr. R. G. Ramak:umar for his 
guidance and everlasting patience, and for providing financial support through the 
Engineering Energy Laboratory at Oklahoma State University and its sponsoring 
utilities during work on this thesis. The other two members of my committee, Dr. 
H. Jack Allison and Dr. Richard L. Cummins also deserve a special thanks for their 
time and effort. 
In addition, I would like to thank the rest of the faculty and staff of the 
School of Electrical and Computer Engineering at O.S.U. for all of the fun and 
friendship over the past several years. 
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their love and encouragement while I was in school at O.S.U., and especially while 
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PsUN = Ratio of peak clear-sky insolation to maximum possible 
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The objective of this study is to examine the performance of photovoltaic 
(PV) arrays under various operating conditions for single-day periods. Given that 
photovoltaic arrays are designed so that long-term performance is optimal, how is 
performance affected when things are not optimal on a day-by-day basis? For 
instance, the array may be optimized for an average insolation level of 0.9 kW/m2, 
but on any given day the average insolation might be higher or lower than this and 
the instantaneous insolation also varies during the day. If the array is designed for 
a certain level of cloudiness, how will the array perform when it is cloudier than 
normal, or if the day is clear? Also, how does the performance differ for cells of 
various fill factors? These issues will be studied using computer simulations of a 
typical PV array. 
Introduction to Solar Cells 
With growing concerns over global warming due to the continued use fossil 
fuels, new energy sources are needed which are less hostile to the environment. 
The use of solar energy technologies, particularly photovoltaics, can serve this need. 
The cost of PV cells is still too high for widespread use of the technology, although 
researchers are hopeful that recent advances can bring the costs down and make 
1 
them economically competitive with more traditional methods of generating 
electricity. 
There are three major types of PV cells: single-crystal, polycrystalline, and 
thin-film. The single-crystal cells, which are made from wafers of semiconductor 
consisting of a single crystal, are the most efficient type of cell, but are the most 
costly. The thin-film cells are the least efficient, but are the cheapest.[1] Table 1 
gives a comparison of the best PV cell efficiencies that have been obtained in 
laboratories to date. In addition to listing the efficiencies according to cell type, 
Table 1 also gives efficiencies for when the incident solar radiation is concentrated 





Technology Best efficiency 
Single Crystal 
Gallium arsenide/aluminum gallium arsenide 
Gallium arsenide 
Single-crystal silicon wafer 
Polycrystalline 
Cast silicon wafer 
Dendritic-web silicon 
Thin silicon 
Edge-defined film-fed growth (EFG) silicon 
Thin film 
Copper indium diselenide 
Amorphous silicon (multijunction) 
Cadmium telluride 
Concentrators (degree of concentration) 














Source: Glenn Zorpette, "Photovoltaics: technical gains and an uncertain market", 
IEEE Spectrum, Vol. 26, No. 7, pp. 42-43, July 1989 
A set of current-voltage (I-V) characteristics for a solar cell is shown in 
Figure 1. In addition to the cell characteristics, the load-line for a load resistance is 
also shown. The operating point of the cell for any value of insolation may be 
found where the load-line intersects the cell I-V curve corresponding to the desired 
level of insolation. The dashed line in Figure 1. passes through the locus of 
1.0 :t---------
0.2 r-__,...._ _____ , 
0.2 0.4 0.6 
v 
Figure 1. I-V Curves for a Solar Cell 
maximum power points of cell. 
The maximum power points of a solar cell are those points on the I-V 
curve where the output power is at a maximum. By designing the solar array so 
that the load-line passes through these points, the output power of the array can be 
maximized. The insolation on the array is rarely constant however, and it can be 
seen from Figure 1. that for most insolation values, the operating point of the array 
will not be at one of the maximum power points. 
When studying the performance of loads supplied by solar cells, one 
must take into account the fact that the solar cell is neither a perfect voltage source 
nor a perfect current source. When the operating voltage of the load is low, the 
solar cell behaves as a current source. When the operating voltage of the load is 
high, the cell more closely approximates a perfect voltage source. Complicating the 
4 
issue is the fact that to obtain the maximum available power from the cell, the 
operating point must lie in the neighborhood of the knee of the curve. Also, the 
operating point of the cell depends on the incident solar radiation and cell 
temperature. The change in output current of the cell is linearly related to the 
change in insolation and the change in output voltage is a linear function of the 
change in temperature. 
Introduction to Insolation 
5 
The mathematical models used to study insolation (incident solar 
radiation) usually consist of two parts, a deterministic or clear-sky component and 
random component. The parameters for the deterministic part depend on such 
factors as the time of year, the location of the array on the globe, and the 
mechanical design of the array. The random part is due to clouds, which block out 
part of the clear-sky insolation. 
When insolation is studied for the purposes of determining PV array 
performance, the configuration of the array must also be taken into account. There 
are several possible configurations for mounting solar arrays. The array may track 
the sun as it moves across the sky, or the array may be stationary and point solely 
in one direction. Tracking arrays are able to supply more energy during the day, 
but cost more and are more difficult to maintain. If an array tracks the sun, it may 
do so either on two axis of rotation or just one. If the array tracks on a single axis, 
or is completely fixed, it is usually tilted at an angle equal to the degree of latitude 
in order to maximize the incident insolation[2]. 
The incoming sunlight may be concentrated in order to increase the solar 
cell efficiency and increase the output per unit area. The factor by which the 





Most of the work involved with studying the characteristics of loads 
powered by solar arrays has involved long-term studies to determine yearly 
efficiencies. A few researchers however have studied the operation of PV arrays on 
a daily basis. 
A paper by J. Appelbaum[ 4] discusses the performance of loads under 
several operating configurations. Two types of loads are considered: pure resistance 
and water electrolyzer (VL = V0 + lR.p), with the four operating configurations as 
follows: 
1. A single load is powered by a single PV panel. 
2. Parallel combination of two loads powered by a common source of 
two solar arrays. 
3. A single load and solar array with a Maximum Power Point Tracker 
(MPPT). 
4. Two loads powered by a common source of two solar arrays with a 
MPPT. 
The two circuit configurations are shown in Figure 2. 
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Figure 2. Source/Load Combinations Studied by Appelbaum 
the performance of the above configurations. The energy utilization efficiency of a 
solar array is defined by: 
= (1) 
where ~ is the normalized energy supplied by the array during the entire day, and 
~ is the normalized energy that would be supplied if the load was exactly 
matched to the solar cell characteristics at all times. Since the load cannot be 
exactly matched to the array at all times, the utilization efficiency will always be 
less than 1.0 unless an ideal MPPT is used. 
Two of the conclusions reached by Appelbaum are: 
9 
1. When the performance of a system with two loads and a common source is 
compared to that of a system where each load is powered individually, the 
performance of one load will improve, and the performance of the other will 
worsen. 
2. Although the performance of one load decreases when the two loads are 
connected to a common source, the net performance of the two loads 
increases. 
The loads used in the study were not matched to the maximum power points of the 
arrays, and the arrays which were connected in parallel with each other were 
identical to the arrays connected singly. 
The results here may seem strange at first because of where the 
load-lines lie in relation to the maximum power points. It will be demonstrated 
later in this paper that the operating points which maximize Tfo lie to the right of 
the maximum power points. The load-line of the load which has its performance 
decreased lies to the left of the maximum power points, and the load-line for the 
other load lies to the right. When the loads are combined, while the resistance of 
the loads in parallel is to the left of the maximum power points, the resistance that 
is seen by each source lies to the right and near to the points which maximize 11E• 
which leads to the increase in performance. 
C. C. Gonzalez and co-workers at Jet Propulsion Laboratory[5,6] have 
included the effects of fill factor and temperature in a large-scale study of PV array 
performance. Cell efficiency was studied here, but the annual energy output was 
10 
studied instead of the daily output. One of the primary pmposes of the study was 
to determine if the performance advantages of maximum power tracking over fixed 
voltage tracking are worth the extra cost. One problem with fixed voltage operation 
is that the optimum operating voltage decreases as the array ages (the fill factor 
decreases.)[6] In modeling the sensitivity of voltage tracking to changes in fill 
factor, fill factors ranging from 0.45 to 0.75 were incorporated into the analysis. To 
investigate temperature effects, the nominal operating cell temperature (NOCT) for 
each cell in the study was used instead of the more commonly used 300"K. and 
lkW/m2 standard operating conditions (SOC). Values of NOCT used ranged from 
318"K. to 343°K, depending on the array mounting configuration. One of the 
primary conclusions reached by Gonzalez, et al, was that even without considering 
losses by a real MPPT, MPP tracking is only economically worthwhile if the 
additional cost over fixed-voltage tracking is less than 2% of the value of the 
array's annual energy output. This is relevant to the study at hand because in some 
situations intended use of the array may not justify the additional cost of MPPT's. 
Khallat and Rahman[?] have developed a probablistic method to predict 
PY performance using long term climatological data. For each season, a set of 
probability distribution functions are fit to the insolation data on an hourly basis. 
The insolation data is bimodal, so it is divided into segments, and a unimodal 
distribution is then fit to the data. Table 2 gives an example. 
Source: 
TABLE 2 

















M. A. Khallat and Saifur Rahman, "A Probabilistic Approach to 
Photovoltaic Generator Performance Prediction", IEEE 
Transactions on Energy Conversion, Vol. EC-1, No.3, pp. 34-40, 
September, 1986 
After finding the correct probably distribution, the expected power output of the 
array can be found using the cell parameters and the expected insolation. A 
"capacity factor" is then presented which is identical to the energy utilization 
efficiency as given by Appelbaum. The method suggested by the above paper is 
useful for determining how well the array performs on average, but does not 
explicitly take cloudiness into account. 
Insolation 
The data used to develop insolation models are often collected on an hourly 
basis, although data collected more often lead to better models. Measured insolation 
is highly dependent on location where the data are collected and the resulting 
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models are usually statistical in nature[8]. The insolation model used in this thesis 
will be more general than those presented in the following papers. 
J. E. Sherry and C. G. Justus[9] have studied the effects of clouds on the 
basis of cloud observations taken every three hours. The observations were used to 
develop models for several different cloud types. 
Chowdhury and Rahman[! 0] have modeled solar irradiance as a combination 
of a clear sky component (deterministic) and a cloud cover component (stochastic). 
The model used to predict the cloud component is an Auto-Regressive Integrated 
Moving Average (ARIMA) model which was found to be reasonably accurate in 
predicting PV output. 
A fairly accurate model for modeling insolation on clear days was developed 
by El-Adawi and fellow researchers in Saudi Arabia.[11] The intensity of radiation 
received on a flat plate was recorded and averaged at separate locations on clear 
days in March and April. This paper also includes an equation for clear-sky 
insolation in terms of the solar constant, direct and solar flux, and the solar 
position. The use of this equation would allow the inclusion of cloud formations in 





To model the insolation during a day, a data file is generated with insolation 
values for the day in question. Since two types of arrays are modeled (tracking and 
fixed arrays), two different mathematical functions are used to generate the clear sky 
insolation. A sine function is used when simulated fixed arrays, and the clear-sky 
insolation is assumed to be constant when simulating tracking arrays. By 
multiplying the proper function by a given maximum value of normalized insolation 
(PsUN), the performance for a clear day in August, for instance, can be compared to 
a clear day in March. Both the length of the day and the time interval between 
values can be varied during the simulation. 
Fixed Arrays 
For non-tracking arrays, a cloudless day can be modeled using the positive 
half of a sine function as shown in Figure 3. The parameters necessary for 
modeling clouds are the cloud transmissivity, size, speed, and the percentage of the 
sky covered by clouds. To model the effects of clouds, the clear sky insolation is 

















0 0.2 z 
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0 20 40 60 80 100 120 
t (5 min. intervals) 
Figure 3. Insolation for Fixed Array, Clear Day 
To determine if a cloud is present, a random number between zero and one is used 
as an input to an iterative equation which determines cloud area. After the cloud 
area is determined, its square root is taken to determine cloud length. The 
photovoltaic array is considered to be a point relative to the size of the cloud, and 
therefore no distinction is made between cloud length and width. After the cloud 
length is found, the length of time (la.ouo,1) that the cloud is over the array is found 
using the cloud speed. The clear sky insolation is then multiplied by the 
transmissivity for that length of time, and sky over the array is then assumed to be 
15 
clear again for a time tsUN,I• given by 
tsUN,I = fci.oUD,1 X [(l/PCLoUD) - l]; (2) 
where P CLOUD is the fraction of sky filled with clouds. 
To derive the above equation, consider a day consisting of T TOT data points 
spaced equally in time. If the percent of sky covered by clouds is equal to %CLOUD• 
then P CLOUD = %CL0 uofl 00 and the number of data points with clouds over the array 
is: 
x PCLOUD (3) 
T TOT is given by: 
(4) 
Solving for TTOT in equation (3) and inserting into equation (4) gives: 
(5) 
so: 
X [(l/P CLOUD) - l] (6) 
Now consider a day to be divided into N segments of variable lengths ti. with each 
segment consisting of a stretch of cloudy data points followed by a stretch of 
16 
clear-sky data with 
= tsUN,1 + lcr.ouo (7) 
The relationship between tsUN,1 and lcr.ouo,1 is assumed to be similar to that between 
T sUN and T CLOUD· Since: 
N N 






which means that by generating N data segments, each made up of a set of cloudy 
data and a set of clear data, we can generate a day with the correct percentage of 
cloud cover. The use of segments with variable time duration allows the cloud size 
to vary. If the segment durations were all equal, it would not be possible to vary 
the length of time a cloud is present, and at the same time generate days with a 
desired percentage of cloud cover since each segment starts at the beginning of a 
cloudy interval and ends at the end of the immediately following clear interval. 
An example of the results for a fixed array on a cloudy day is shown in 
Figure 4. The figure shown is for a day with P SUN = 1.0 and P cr.ouo = 0.25, with 
large sized clouds at a speed of 10 mi/hr. A large cloud is considered to have an 
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Figure 4. Insolation for Fixed Array, Cloudy Day 
Tracking Arrays 
For tracking arrays, the insolation for a cloudless day can be assumed to be 
nearly constant for the length of the day, and is set equal to PsUN (Figure 5.). Thus, 
for the purposes of the simulations here, tracking arrays will be modeled using a 
constant clear sky insolation. 
The movement of clouds over the array is modeled multiplying P sUN by the 
cloud transmissivity over an appropriate interval of time (Figure 6.). Because the 


















0 20 40 60 80 100 120 
t (5 min. intervals) 
Figure 5. Insolation for Tracking Array, Clear Day 
as when simulating fixed arrays, but instead the clear sky insolation is multiplied by 
the cloud transmissivity for a length of time equal to T CLOUD and the sky is 
considered to remain clear for the remainder of the day (TSUN). 
Software Implementation 
In the simulation program, the procedure responsible for generating insolation 
data is labeled 'DayGen'. The user is first prompted for the type of insolation 
pattern to be generated, that for tracking arrays or fixed arrays. Fixed arrays then 



















0 20 40 60 80 100 120 
t (5 min. intervals) 
Figure 6. Insolation for Tracking Array, Cloudy Day 
prompted for the %n, %c0_, and %8UN parameters. Any one or all of these 
parameters may be entered as a range of values by entering initial and final values 
along with an increment. 
The equation used to generate cloud size in square nautical miles over fixed 
arrays is as follows[l2]: 
F(A) =A [al - a2 ln(A)] a3 (10) 
The constants al, a2, and a3 depend on the size of the clouds being simulated and 
/ 
are given in Table 3. 
Source: 
TABLE 3 
CONSTANTS USED TO DETERMINE CLOUD SIZE 
Cloud Size al a2 a3 
(square nautical miles) 
0.1 <A< 2.690 0.880 0.442 0.180 
0.1 < A < 10.163 0.346 0.104 0.059 
0.1 < A < 30.884 0.147 0.033 0.022 
Ward T. Jewell, The Effects of Moving Cloud Shadows on Electric 
Utilities with Dispersed Solar Photovoltaic Generation, Ph.D. 
Dissertation, Oklahoma State University, 1988 
CHAPTER IV 
CIRCUIT ANALYSIS 
Base Values for Circuit Parameters 
All of the values for circuit parameters and insolation used in the simulations 
are normalized with respect to corresponding base values. The use of normalized 
values makes the simulation results more applicable to arrays of different sizes. 
When simulations are done using actual insolation data, the values are 
converted to normalized values between zero and one by dividing each data point 
by a reference value equal to the maximum possible insolation. During the initial 
phase of this study, insolation data from monitoring equipment located on the roof 
of Engineering South on the Oklahoma State University campus in Stillwater, OK, 
were used in the simulations. For. the purposes of this study, the reference value 
for insolation is assumed to be equal to lkW/m2[13]. When test days are generated 
by the computer, all data points are simply given initial values between zero and 
one. Once the normalized insolation is found, the normalized short-circuit current is 
known, and the load current and load voltage can be found by using equation ( 11) 
as the governing equation in the circuit analysis. 
The circuit used in the analysis is shown in Figure 7., with IN and VN as the 
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Figure 7. Test Circuit 
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R Load 
is assumed to be 1.0 A, occurring at an insolation level of lkW/m2• The base value 
for voltage (V sAss) is taken as the open-circuit voltage of a reference cell with Io = 
1.0E-13 p.u. at a temperature of 300 °K, and with Is = 1.0 p.u. The fill-factor for 
this pseudo-ideal cell works out to be about 0.857. Since the current-voltage 
relationship of a solar cell is: [ 14] 
= Io [exp(eV/kT) - l], (11) 
we may fmd YsAss by setting IL to zero and solving for V, which is then equal to 
YsASs· This gives equation (12): 
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VBASB = kT/e ln(l+Isfio) (12) 
= 0.774 v 
For example, a load voltage of 0.5 p.u. means that the output voltage of the cell is 
one-half of VnASB or 0.387 V. 
The normalized power is simply the product of the normalized voltage and 
the normalized current. The above value of V BASE is close to the open-circuit cell 
voltages realized by researchers using high efficiency passivated emitter solar cells 
(PESC)[15]. 
For simulation purposes, resistance values are defined in terms of the 






V oc is the open circuit voltage of the cell being simulated (in volts) at an insolation 
level of 1.0 p.u. It is important to note here that V oc is only equal to V BASB when 
the reference cell is being simulated. RPl1 is given by the classical definition of 
per-unit resistance, and is used so that resistance values can be given relative to 
each circuit. A resistance value of 0.9 p.u. corresponds to a resistance of 69.6 n in 
a circuit using a cell with a Io of l.OE-13 p.u. and to a resistance of 37.5 n when 
using a cell with Io equal to l.OE-7 p.u. 
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Since both tracking and non-tracking arrays will be modeled, and the total 
amount of energy available differs in each case, two different base values will be 
used for energy. For the tracking arrays, the insolation is assumed to be constant 
for the length of the day, so the base value for energy is the maximum insolation in 
kW times the length of the day in seconds. For a 10 hr. day, 
EsASE,T = (lkW) (36000 s) (15) 
= 36,000 kJ 
For non-tracking arrays, EsAsE.F is given by integrating the insolation over the length 
of the day: 
= 
f: 1 sin(7tt(f) dt kJ 
(2T/1C) kJ 
= 22,920 kJ 
where T is the length of the day in seconds. 
(16) 
Various cell fill-factors can be modeled by changing the dark current of the 
cell. The effect of series resistance is neglected, because for the purpose of the 
simulation, this resistance can be treated as a part of the resistive load. To take 
any series resistance into account, it is only necessary to use voltage-division. 
Software Implementation 
The 'MaxPU' procedure in the simulation program is used to calculate the 
cell output. The file(s) containing the normalized insolation data to be analyzed can 
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be specified in the same manner as used by the 'DayGen' procedure. The 
normalized insolation values are then used as normalized values for the short-circuit 
current. Equation (11) is solved for IL after replacing the voltage term by the 
product of the current and the load resistance, which results in equation (17). The 
output voltage, power, and energy values are then calculated using the load 
resistance. The 'Rpt/ term in equation ( 17) represents either RPU.MP or RPU,TJ• 
depending on whether the array is optimized to maximize power output or 
utilization efficiency. 
= lo [exp( eRPU V ocIJkT) - 1] (17) 
The V oc is present to convert the per-unit resistance to ohms. In order to 
solve equation (17) for IL, it is necessary to use Newton's Method[16] in order to 




For both tracking and non-tracking arrays, fill factors ranging from about 
0.55 to 0.85 were used in the simulations. This is done by varying Io from 1.0E-2 
Is to l.OE-13 Is with each successive value being 1 or 2 orders of magnitude greater 
(or less) than the previous. Load resistances are set to maximize the instantaneous 
power output for both the tracking and fixed arrays (RPU.MP). The load resistances 
were also set to maximize 112 when simulating the non-tracking arrays (RPU,11). The 
derivation of the equation used to find RPU.MP is given in APPENJ?IX C. The 
equation governing RPU,11 is very difficult to derive in closed form, and so the RPU,11 
values are determined by trial and error. The optimum resistance values and fill 




FILL FACTORS AND CORRESPONDING LOAD RESISTANCES 
f.f. RPU,MP RPU,11 
l.OE-13 0.8569 0.9225 1.092 
l.OE-11 0.8381 0.9154 1.088 
1.0E-9 0.8128 0.9067 1.084 
l.OE-7 0.7766 0.8964 1.078 
l.OE-5 0.7200 0.8852 1.070 
l.OE-3 0.6179 0.8822 1.062 
l.OE-2 0.5314 0.8995 1.062 
Performance Criteria 
Both the energy utilization efficiency and the total energy supplied during the 
day are used as performance criteria in this study. The utilization efficiency is most 
useful when comparing the effects of changing conditions on individual arrays. The 
values for energy supplied and percentage changes in 118 can be used to compare 
results between arrays. Using 118 by itself to compare results for different arrays 




The listing for the program used in this study is given in APPENDIX C, 
with a brief flow diagram shown in Figure 8. The program was written in Borland 
Intemational's 'Turbo Pascal' and executed on an IBM PC/AT compatible computer. 
The program can be run from sets of menus or from text files containing the 






DAYGEN CALCULATE PLOTDAY PLOTCIRC 






Figure 8. low Diagram for Simulation Program 
CHAPTER VI 
DISCUSSION OF SIM:ULATION RESULTS 
Tabulated results from the simulations are given in APPENDIX A, with plots 
of the results given in APPENDIX B. 
Tracking Arrays vs. Fixed Arrays 
The sensitivity of tracking arrays to the presence of clouds was much higher 
than that of the fixed arrays. While the efficiency was initially much higher with 
tracking arrays, as the cloudiness increased, ·the utilization efficiency dropped much 
faster than it did with the fixed arrays. After %CLouo increased to greater than 50%, 
both the total energy output and utilization efficiency of the fixed arrays were 
greater than with the tracking arrays. The relative efficiencies and energy outputs 
of the two systems when the fixed array is optimized for 1la are shown in tables 5. 





COMPARISON OF TRACKING ARRAYS VS. FIXED ARRAYS FOR 
CLEAR SKIES 
~ TlE 
Tracking Fixed %Diff. Tracking Fixed 
l.OE-13 0.8569 0.7255 15.33 1.0000 0.8391 
1.0E-11 0.7092 0.6038 14.86 1.0000 0.8426 
l.OE-9 0.5627 0.4824 14.27 1.0000 0.8472 
l.OE-7 0.4182 0.3616 13.53 1.0000 0.8539 
l.OE-5 0.2769 0.2418 12.68 1.0000 0.8646 
l.OE-3 0.1426 0.1252 12.20 1.0000 0.8872 
l.OE-2 0.0818 0.0710 13.20 1.0000 0.9124 
TABLE 6 
COMPARISON OF TRACKING ARRAYS VS. FIXED ARRAYS FOR 
30% COVER, 30% TRANSMISSIVITY 
~ TlE 
Tracking Fixed %Diff. Tracking Fixed 
l.OE-13 0.6248 0.5670 9.25 0.9127 0.7806 
l.OE-11 0.5173 0.4721 8.74 0.9125 0.7834 
l.OE-9 0.4108 0.3775 8.11 0.9125 0.7873 
l.OE-7 0.3057 0.2833 7.33 0.9132 0.7933 
l.OE-5 0.2030 0.1899 6.45 0.9163 0.8045 
l.OE-3 0.1051 0.0987 6.09 0.9287 0.8337 


















COMPARISON OF TRACKING ARRAYS VS. FIXED ARRAYS FOR 
50% COVER, 30% TRANSMISSIVITY 
~ 11B 
Tracking Fixed %Diff. Tracking Fixed 
l.OE-13 0.4700 0.5054 -7.53 0.8252 0.7522 
l.OE-11 0.3894 0.4209 -8.09 0.8249 0.7546 
l.OE-9 0.3096 0.3367 -8.75 0.8250 0.7581 
l.OE-7 0.2308 0.2528 -9.53 0.8265 0.7638 
l.OE-5 0.1538 0.1696 -10.27 0.8325 0.7750 
l.OE-3 0.0802 0.0883 -10.10 0.8565 0.8070 










The results shown in Table 7 are interesting because the fixed arrays actually supply 
more energy than the tracking arrays. 
Optimization of Utilization Efficiency 
Optimization of the utilization efficiency as opposed to the maximization of 
power output leads to utilization efficiency gains of about 1.6% for the low fill-
factor array to about 4.5% for the highest fill factor. As the fill-factors decrease, 
there is less of an improvement in utilization efficiency. The gain in utilization 
efficiency and the decrease in the peak output power when the array is optimized 
for 11B as opposed to maximization of the peak output power are shown in Table 8. 
The percent differences are calculated relative to 11B· 
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TABLE 8 
CHANGES IN 11s AND PEAK OUTPUT POWER 
Change in Power Change in 118 
1ls Power %Diff. 11s Power %Diff. 
1.0E-13 0.8009 0.8569 -6.99 0.8391 0.8016 4.47 
1.0E-11 0.6655 0.7092 -6.57 0.8425 0.8055 4.39 
1.0E-9 0.5304 0.5627 -6.09 0.8472 0.8112 4.25 
1.0E-7 0.3968 0.4182 -5.39 0.8539 0.8198 3.99 
1.0E-5 0.2652 0.2769 -4.41 0.8646 0.8345 3.48 
1.0E-3 0.1386 0.1426 -2.89 0.8872 0.8653 2.47 
1.0E-2 0.0803 0.0818 -1.87 0.9123 0.8979 1.58 
lnsolation Sensitivity by Fill Factor 
As expected, the arrays with low fill factors are much less sensitive to 
clouds than arrays with higher fill factors. This is a result of the fact that 1-V 
transfer curves are more rounded for cells with lower fill factors. This causes the 
locus of maximum power points to be closer to the load line. Plots of the output 
energy vs. %CLoUD are shown in Figures 9. and 10. for fixed arrays. As the 
cloudiness increases, the low fill factor cells are less affected by the increase in 
cloudiness. In addition, it can also be seen here that energy output is less sensitive 
when 1ls is maximized. 
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Figure 9. Fixed Array, Maximum Power Points 
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In this paper, PV arrays were studied for a range of insolation conditions. 
The most startling results were the comparisons between the fixed arrays optimized 
for utilization efficiency and the tracking arrays when cloudy days were simulated. 
After a certain level of cloudiness was reached, the fixed arrays actually supplied 
more energy. Since the equipment necessary to add tracking capabilities to a PV 
array adds to both the initial and maintenance costs, in locations with more cloudy 
days, the additional expense of tracking hardware may not be worthwhile. 
In addition, optimization of the arrays for utilization efficiency appears to be 
worthwhile in some cases. Less peak power is supplied by the array, but more 
energy is supplied of a day's time. 
Suggestions for Further Study 
1. In this study, the output power available from low fill-factor arrays was 
limited by the low open-circuit voltages. It is possible to simulate cells with 
low fill factors but with higher values of V oc by including an 'ideality 
factor'[4] in equation (11). This factor is the 'A' term shown in 
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equation (18). 
= Io [exp(eV/Ak:T) - 1], (18) 
2. Simulate several real-world cells in addition to the ideal cells studied here. 
3. Improve the insolation model to differentiate between one-axis tracking vs. 
two-axis tracking. 
4. General improvement in the insolation models. 
5. Simulate concentrating arrays. 
6. Model different types of loads, for instance the water-electrolyzer load 
studied by Appelbaum. 
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%1R = 30, %Cl.BAR = 100 
Io= l.OE-0013, R = 0.923, %Tr = 30, %Clr = 100 
%Cov ~ ~ 11B Loss 
0 0.8569 0.8569 1.0000 0.0000 
10 0.7796 0.7995 0.9751 0.0199 
20 0.7022 0.7420 0.9463 0.0398 
30 0.6248 0.6845 0.9127 0.0597 
40 0.5474 0.6270 0.8730 0.0796 
50 0.4700 0.5695 0.8252 0.0995 
60 0.3926 0.5120 0.7667 0.1194 
70 0.3152 0.4546 0.6934 0.1394 
80 0.2378 0.3971 0.5989 0.1593 
90 0.1604 0.3396 0.4724 0.1792 
Io= l.OE-0011, R = 0.915, %Tr= 30, %Clr = 100 
%Cov ~ ~ 11B Loss 
0 0.7092 0.7092 1.0000 0.0000 
10 0.6452 0.6618 0.9750 0.0165 
20 0.5813 0.6144 0.9462 0.0331 
30 0.5173 0.5669 0.9125 0.0496 
40 0.4534 0.5195 0.8727 0.0661 
50 0.3894 0.4721 0.8249 0.0827 
60 0.3255 0.4247 0.7664 0.0992 
70 0.2615 0.3773 0.6932 0.1158 
80 0.1976 0.3299 0.5990 0.1323 
90 0.1337 0.2825 0.4731 0.1488 
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TABLE 9 (Continued) 
Io= 1.0E-0009, R = 0.907, %Tr = 30, %Cir= 100 
%Cov ~ Emwc 1111 Loss 
0 0.5627 0.5627 1.0000 0.0000 
10 0.5121 0.5252 0.9750 0.0131 
20 0.4614 0.4877 0.9461 0.0263 
30 0.4108 0.4502 0.9125 0.0394 
40 0.3602 0.4128 0.8727 0.0525 
50 0.3096 0.3753 0.8250 0.0657 
60 0.2590 0.3378 0.7667 0.0788 
70 0.2084 0.3003 0.6938 0.0920 
80 0.1577 0.2628 0.6002 0.1051 
90 0.1071 0.2253 0.4753 0.1182 
Io= 1.0E-0007, R = 0.896, %Tr= 30, %Cir= 100 
%Cov ~ Emwc 1111 Loss 
0 0.4182 0.4182 1.0000 0.0000 
10 0.3807 0.3904 0.9752 0.0097 
20 0.3432 0.3626 0.9465 0.0194 
30 0.3057 0.3348 0.9132 0.0291 
40 0.2683 0.3070 0.8737 0.0388 
50 0.2308 0.2792 0.8265 0.0485 
60 0.1933• 0.2515 0.7688 0.0581 
70 0.1559 0.2237 0.6967 0.0678 
80 0.1184 0.1959 0.6043 0.0775 
90 0.0809 0.1681 0.4812 0.0872 
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TABLE 9 (Continued) 
Io= 1.0E-0005, R = 0.885, %Tr = 30, %Cir = 100 
%Cov ~ ~ 11B Loss 
0 0.2769 0.2769 1.0000 0.0000 
10 0.2523 0.2585 0.9761 0.0062 
20 0.2277 0.2400 0.9485 0.0124 
30 0.2030 0.2216 0.9163 0.0186 
40 0.1784 0.2031 0.8782 0.0247 
50 0.1538 0.1847 0.8325 0.0309 
60 0.1291 0.1662 0.7767 0.0371 
70 0.1045 0.1478 0.7070 0.0433 
80 0.0799 0.1294 0.6174 0.0495 
90 0.0552 0.1109 0.4980 0.0557 
Io= 1.0E-0003, R = 0.882, %Tr = 30, %Cir = 100 
%Cov ~ ~ 11B Loss 
0 0.1426 0.1426 0.9999 0.0000 
10 0.1301 0.1328 0.9797 0.0027 
20 0.1176 0.1230 0.9562 0.0054 
30 0.1051 0.1132 0.9287 0.0081 
40 0.0926 0.1034 0.8961 0.0107 
50 0.0802 0.0936 0.8565 0.0134 
60 0.0677 0.0838 0.8077 0.0161 
70 0.0552 0.0740 0.7460 0.0188 
80 0.0427 0.0642 0.6653 0.0215 
90 0.0302 0.0544 0.5556 0.0242 
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TABLE 9 (Continued) 
Io= 1.0E-0002, R = 0.900, %Tr= 30, %Clr = 100 
%Cov ~ ENMAX 11E Loss 
0 0.0818 0.0819 0.9978 0.0002 
10 0.0746 0.0759 0.9829 0.0013 
20 0.0675 0.0700 0.9654 0.0024 
30 0.0604 0.0640 0.9447 0.0035 
40 0.0533 0.0580 0.9196 0.0047 
50 0.0462 0.0520 0.8888 0.0058 
60 0.0391 0.0460 0.8500 0.0069 
70 0.0320 0.0401 0.7997 0.0080 
80 0.0249 0.0341 0.7316 0.0091 
90 0.0178 0.0281 0.6346 0.0103 
TABLE 10 
FIXED ARRAY, OPTIMIZED FOR POWER 
%'IR = 30, %Cl.BAR = 100 
Io= 1.0E-0013, R = 0.923, %Tr = 30, %Clr = 100 
%Cov ~ ~ Tls Loss 
0 0.6931 0.8647 0.8016 0.1716 
10 0.6412 0.8179 0.7839 0.1767 
20 0.5774 0.7598 0.7599 0.1824 
30 0.5406 0.7263 0.7443 0.1857 
40 0.4832 0.6745 0.7164 0.1913 
50 0.4807 0.6719 0.7155 0.1911 
60 0.3851 0.5854 0.6577 0.2004 
70 0.3590 0.5619 0.6389 0.2029 
80 0.3675 0.5708 0.6439 0.2033 
90 0.3678 0.5676 0.6481 0.1997 
Io= 1.0E-0011, R = 0.915, %Tr = 30, %Clr = 100 
%Cov ~ Emwc Tls Loss 
0 0.5773 0.7167 0.8056 0.1393 
10 0.5341 0.6781 0.7876 0.1440 
20 0.4810 0.6303 0.7632 0.1493 
30 0.4503 0.6026 0.7473 0.1523 
40 0.4026 0.5599 0.7190 0.1573 
50 0.4005 0.5578 0.7181 0.1573 
60 0.3209 0.4866 0.6596 0.1656 
70 0.2992 0.4672 0.6405 0.1680 
80 0.3063 0.4745 0.6457 0.1681 
90 0.3066 0.4718 0.6498 0.1652 
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TABLE 10 (Continued) 
Io= 1.0E-0009, R = 0.907, %Tr= 30, %Cir= 100 
%Cov ~ ~ Tte Loss 
0 0.4619 0.5694 0.8112 0.1075 
10 0.4273 0.5390 0.7928 0.1117 
20 0.3849 0.5013 0.7679 0.1164 
30 0.3604 0.4795 0.7516 0.1191 
40 0.3223 0.4458 0.7230 0.1235 
50 0.3206 0.4441 0.7220 0.1235 
60 0.2571 0.3879 0.6627 0.1308 
70 0.2397 0.3726 0.6433 0.1329 
80 0.2454 0.3783 0.6487 0.1329 
90 0.2456 0.3763 0.6527 0.1307 
Io= l.OE-0007, R = 0.896, %Tr= 30, %Cir= 100 
%Cov ~ ~ Tte Loss 
0 0.3472 0.4235 0.8198 0.0763 
10 0.3212 0.4010 0.8010 0.0798 
20 0.2894 0.3732 0.7756 0.0838 
30 0.2710 0.3571 0.7590 0.0861 
40 0.2425 0.3322 0.7300 0.0897 
50 0.2412 0.3310 0.7288 0.0898 
60 0.1936 0.2895 0.6687 0.0959 
70 0.1805 0.2782 0.6489 0.0977 
80 0.1849 0.2824 0.6547 0.0975 
90 0.1850 0.2809 0.6585 0.0959 
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TABLE 10 (Continued) 
Io= 1.0E-0005, R = 0.885, %Tr = 30, %Cir = 100 
%Cov ~ ~ 1ls Loss 
0 0.2334 0.2797 0.8345 0.0463 
10 0.2161 0.2649 0.8154 0.0489 
20 0.1948 0.2466 0.7898 0.0518 
30 0.1824 0.2360 0.7730 0.0536 
40 0.1634 0.2196 0.7439 0.0562 
50 0.1625 0.2189 0.7426 0.0563 
60 0.1307 0.1915 0.6823 0.0609 
70 0.1219 0.1841 0.6622 0.0622 
80 0.1249 0.1869 0.6684 0.0620 
90 0.1249 0.1859 0.6717 0.0610 
Io= 1.0E-0003, R = 0.882, %Tr = 30, %Cir = 100 
%Cov ~ ~ 11s Loss 
0 0.1221 0.1411 0.8653 0.0190 
10 0.1131 0.1334 0.8479 0.0203 
20 0.1021 0.1239 0.8244 0.0218 
30 0.0958 0.1184 0.8089 0.0226 
40 0.0859 0.1099 0.7822 0.0239 
50 0.0855 0.1095 0.7807 0.0240 
60 0.0690 0.0953 0.7248 0.0262 
70 0.0645 0.0914 0.7058 0.0269 
80 0.0661 0.0928 0.7121 0.0267 
90 0.0660 0.0924 0.7147 0.0263 
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TABLE 10 (Continued) 
Io = l.OE-0002, R = 0.900, %Tr= 30, %Cir= 100 
%Cov ~ Emwc TlB Loss 
0 0.0699 0.0778 0.8979 0.0079 
10 0.0648 0.0733 0.8844 0.0085 
20 0.0586 0.0676 0.8663 0.0090 
30 0.0550 0.0644 0.8541 0.0094 
40 0.0494 0.0593 0.8330 0.0099 
50 0.0491 0.0591 0.8317 0.0099 
60 0.0398 0.0506 0.7863 0.0108 
70 0.0372 0.0483 0.7705 0.0111 
80 0.0381 0.0491 0.7758 0.0110 
90 0.0381 0.0489 0.7782 0.0108 
Io= 
TABLE 11 
FIXED ARRAY, OPTIMIZED FOR 11a 
%TR = 30, %CU!AR = 100 
l.OE-0013, R = 1.092, %Tr = 30, %Clr = 100 
%Cov ~ ~ 1la Loss 
0 0.7255 0.8647 0.8391 0.1391 
10 0.6714 0.8179 0.8208 0.1465 
20 0.6054 0.7598 0.7967 0.1545 
30 0.5670 0.7263 0.7806 0.1593 
40 0.5086 0.6745 0.7541 0.1658 
50 0.5054 0.6719 0.7522 0.1665 
60 0.4073 0.5854 0.6957 0.1781 
70 0.3798 0.5619 0.6760 0.1821 
80 0.3896 0.5708 0.6826 0.1812 
90 0.3895 0.5676 0.6863 0.1780 
Io= l.OE-0011, R = 1.088, %Tr= 30, %Cir= 100 
%Cov ~ Emwc 1la Loss 
0 0.6038 0.7167 0.8426 0.1128 
10 0.5588 0.6781 0.8241 0.1193 
20 0.5040 0.6303 0.7996 0.1263 
30 0.4721 0.6026 0.7834 0.1305 
40 0.4236 0.5599 0.7565 0.1363 
50 0.4209 0.5578 0.7546 0.1369 
60 0.3394 0.4866 0.6976 0.1472 
70 0.3165 0.4672 0.6775 0.1507 
80 0.3247 0.4745 0.6844 0.1498 
90 0.3245 0.4718 0.6878 0.1473 
50 
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TABLE 11 (Continued) 
Io= 1.0E-0009, R = 1.084, %Tr = 30, %Clr = 100 
%Cov EN Emwc 1la Loss 
0 0.4825 0.5694 0.8472 0.0870 
10 0.4466 0.5390 0.8285 0.0925 
20 0.4029 0.5013 0.8037 0.0984 
30 0.3775 0.4795 0.7873 0.1020 
40 0.3388 0.4458 0.7600 0.1070 
50 0.3367 0.4441 0.7581 0.1074 
60 0.2717 0.3879 0.7005 0.1162 
70 0.2534 0.3726 0.6802 0.1192 
80 0.2600 0.3783 0.6873 0.1183 
90 0.2598 0.3763 0.6905 0.1165 
Io= l.OE-0007, R = 1.078, %Tr = 30, %Clr = 100 
%Cov ~ ~ Tla Loss 
0 0.3616 0.4235 0.8539 0.0619 
10 0.3348 0.4010 0.8349 0.0662 
20 0.3022 0.3732 0.8099 0.0710 
30 0.2833 0.3571 0.7933 0.0738 
40 0.2543 0.3322 0.7657 0.0778 
50 0.2528 0.3310 0.7638 0.0782 
60 0.2043 0.2895 0.7057 0.0852 
70 0.1906 0.2782 0.6852 0.0876 
80 0.1956 0.2824 0.6926 0.0868 
90 0.1953 0.2809 0.6953 0.0856 
52 
TABLE 11 (Continued) 
Io= l.OE-0005, R = 1.070, %Tr = 30, %Clr = 100 
%Cov ~ ~ 11B Loss 
0 0.2418 0.2797 0.8646 0.0379 
10 0.2241 0.2649 0.8459 0.0408 
20 0.2025 0.2466 0.8210 0.0442 
30 0.1899 0.2360 0.8045 0.0461 
40 0.1707 0.2196 0.7770 0.0490 
50 0.1696 0.2189 0.7750 0.0492 
60 0.1374 0.1915 0.7174 0.0541 
70 0.1284 0.1841 0.6972 0.0558 
80 0.1317 0.1869 0.7047 0.0552 
90 0.1314 0.1859 0.7069 0.0545 
Io= l.OE-0003, R = 1.062, %Tr= 30, %Clr = 100 
%Cov ~ ~ 11B Loss 
0 0.1252 0.1411 0.8872 0.0159 
10 0.1161 0.1334 0.8706 0.0173 
20 0.1051 0.1239 0.8484 0.0188 
30 0.0987 0.1184 0.8337 0.0197 
40 0.0889 0.1099 0.8089 0.0210 
50 0.0883 0.1095 0.8070 0.0211 
60 0.0719 0.0953 0.7548 0.0234 
70 0.0673 0.0914 0.7365 0.0241 
80 0.0690 0.0928 0.7434 0.0238 
90 0.0688 0.0924 0.7450 0.0235 
53 
TABLE 11 (Continued) 
Io= l.OE-0002, R = 1.062, %Tr = 30, %Clr = 100 
%Cov ~ ENMAX TlE Loss 
0 0.0710 0.0778 0.9124 0.0068 
10 0.0659 0.0733 0.8998 0.0073 
20 0.0597 0.0676 0.8829 0.0079 
30 0.0561 0.0644 0.8715 0.0083 
40 0.0505 0.0593 0.8522 0.0088 
50 0.0502 0.0591 0.8507 0.0088 
60 0.0409 0.0506 0.8089 0.0097 
70 0.0384 0.0483 0.7940 0.0100 
80 0.0393 0.0491 0.7994 0.0099 
90 0.0392 0.0489 0.8013 0.0097 
TABLE 12 
TRACKING ARRAY 
%TR = 50, %CLEAR. = 100 
Io= 1.0E-0013, R = 0.923, %Tr = 50, %Clr = 100 
%Cov ~ Emwc TIB Loss 
0 0.8569 0.8569 1.0000 0.0000 
10 0.7943 0.8160 0.9735 0.0216 
20 0.7317 0.7750 0.9441 0.0433 
30 0.6690 0.7340 0.9115 0.0649 
40 0.6064 0.6930 0.8751 0.0866 
50 0.5438 0.6520 0.8340 0.1082 
60 0.4812 0.6110 0.7874 0.1299 
70 0.4185 0.5700 0.7342 0.1515 
80 0.3559 0.5291 0.6727 0.1732 
90 0.2933 0.4881 0.6009 0.1948 
Io= l.OE-0011, R = 0.915, %Tr = 50, %Clr = 100 
%Cov ~ ENMAX TIE Loss 
0 0.7092 0.7092 1.0000 0.0000 
10 0.6576 0.6753 0.9738 0.0177 
20 0.6061 0.6415 0.9448 0.0354 
30 0.5545 0.6077 0.9125 0.0531 
40 0.5030 0.5738 0.8765 0.0709 
50 0.4514 0.5400 0.8360 0.0886 
60 0.3999 0.5062 0.7900 0.1063 
70 0.3483 0.4723 0.7374 0.1240 
80 0.2967 0.4385 0.6768 0.1417 
90 0.2452 0.4046 0.6060 0.1594 
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TABLE 12 (Continued) 
Io= l.OE-0009, R = 0.907, %Tr = 50, %Clr = 100 
%Cov ~ ~ llE Loss 
0 0.5627 0.5627 1.0000 0.0000 
10 0.5221 0.5359 0.9743 0.0138 
20 0.4815 0.5091 0.9459 0.0276 
30 0.4410 0.4823 0.9143 0.0413 
40 0.4004 0.4555 0.8790 0.0551 
50 0.3598 0.4287 0.8393 0.0689 
60 0.3192 0.4019 0.7943 0.0827 
70 0.2786 0.3751 0.7429 0.0964 
80 0.2381 0.3483 0.6835 0.1102 
90 0.1975 0.3215 0.6143 0.1240 
Io= l.OE-0007, R = 0.896, %Tr = 50, %Clr = 100 
%Cov ~ Emwc llE Loss 
0 0.4182 0.4182 1.0000 -0.0000 
10 0.3884 0.3982 0.9753 0.0098 
20 0.3586 0.3783 0.9480 0.0197 
30 0.3289 0.3584 0.9177 0.0295 
40 0.2991 0.3384 0.8838 0.0393 
50 0.2694 0.3185 0.8457 0.0491 
60 0.2396 0.2986 0.8025 0.0590 
70 0.2099 0.2787 0.7531 0.0688 
80 0.1801 0.2587 0.6961 0.0786 
90 0.1504 0.2388 0.6296 0.0885 
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TABLE 12 (Continued) 
lo= 1.0E-0005, R = 0.885, %Tr = 50, %Clr = 100 
%Cov ~ ~ Tls Loss 
0 0.2769 0.2769 1.0000 0.0000 
10 0.2577 0.2636 0.9775 0.0059 
20 0.2385 0.2503 0.9527 0.0118 
30 0.2192 0.2370 0.9251 0.0178 
40 0.2000 0.2237 0.8942 0.0237 
50 0.1808 0.2103 0.8593 0.0296 
60 0.1615 0.1970 0.8198 0.0355 
70 0.1423 0.1837 0.7745 0.0414 
80 0.1230 0.1704 0.7221 0.0473 
90 0.1038 0.1571 0.6609 0.0533 
lo= 1.0E-0003, R = 0.882, %Tr = 50, %Clr = 100 
%Cov ~ ~ Tls Loss 
0 0.1426 0.1426 0.9999 0.0000 
10 0.1331 0.1354 0.9826 0.0024 
20 0.1235 0.1282 0.9634 0.0047 
30 0.1140 0.1211 0.9419 0.0070 
40 0.1045 0.1139 0.9177 0.0094 
50 0.0950 0.1067 0.8903 0.0117 
60 0.0854 0.0995 0.8589 0.0140 
70 0.0759 0.0923 0.8225 0.0164 
80 0.0664 0.0851 0.7801 0.0187 
90 0.0569 0.0779 0.7298 0.0211 
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TABLE 12 (Continued) 
Io= 1.0E-0002, R = 0.900, %Tr = 50, %Clr = 100 
%Cov ~ ENMAX TlB Loss 
0 0.0818 0.0819 0.9978 0.0002 
10 0.0763 0.0775 0.9854 0.0011 
20 0.0709 0.0730 0.9715 0.0021 
30 0.0655 0.0685 0.9557 0.0030 
40 0.0601 0.0641 0.9377 0.0040 
50 0.0547 0.0596 0.9171 0.0049 
60 0.0493 0.0552 0.8931 0.0059 
70 0.0439 0.0507 0.8649 0.0069 
80 0.0384 0.0462 0.8312 0.0078 
90 0.0330 0.0418 0.7904 0.0088 
" 
TABLE 13 
FIXED ARRAY, OPTIMIZED FOR POWER 
%.IR = 50, %CL.BAR = 100 
Io= l.OE-0013, R = 0.923, %Tr = 50, %Clr = 100 
%Cov ~ ~ 11E Loss 
0 0.6953 0.8678 0.8012 0.1725 
10 0.6554 0.8366 0.7834 0.1812 
20 0.6006 0.7928 0.7576 0.1922 
30 0.5709 0.7701 0.7413 0.1993 
40 0.5249 0.7339 0.7153 0.2090 
50 0.5304 0.7377 0.7190 0.2073 
60 0.4438 0.6697 0.6627 0.2259 
70 0.4313 0.6598 0.6537 0.2285 
80 0.4246 0.6547 0.6484 0.2302 
90 0.4345 0.6624 0.6560 0.2279 
Io= l.OE-0011, R = 0.915, %Tr = 50, %Clr = 100 
%Cov ~ ~ 11E Loss 
0 0.5792 0.7192 0.8053 0.1400 
10 0.5460 0.6935 0.7873 0.1475 
20 0.5005 0.6574 0.7612 0.1570 
30 0.4758 0.6387 0.7449 0.1629 
40 0.4377 0.6088 0.7189 0.1712 
50 0.4422 0.6120 0.7226 0.1698 
60 0.3702 0.5559 0.6660 0.1857 
70 0.3598 0.5477 0.6570 0.1879 
80 0.3543 0.5436 0.6517 0.1893 
90 0.3625 0.5498 0.6593 0.1873 
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TABLE 13 (Continued) 
Io= 1.0E-0009, R = 0.907, %Tr = 50, %Clr = 100 
%Cov ~ ~ 'llE Loss 
0 0.4634 0.5715 0.8110 0.1080 
10 0.4369 0.5511 0.7928 0.1142 
20 0.4007 0.5226 0.7666 0.1220 
30 0.3810 0.5078 0.7503 0.1268 
40 0.3507 0.4842 0.7243 0.1335 
50 0.3543 0.4867 0.7279 0.1324 
60 0.2969 0.4424 0.6712 0.1455 
70 0.2887 0.4360 0.6621 0.1473 
80 0.2843 0.4327 0.6569 0.1484 
90 0.2909 0.4377 0.6646 0.1468 
Io= 1.0E-0007, R = 0.896, %Tr = 50, %Clr = 100 
%Cov ~ ~ 'llE Loss 
0 0.3483 0.4250 0.8197 0.0766 
10 0.3285 0.4099 0.8014 0.0814 
20 0.3015 0.3889 0.7753 0.0874 
30 0.2869 0.3779 0.7592 0.0910 
40 0.2644 0.3604 0.7334 0.0961 
50 0.2670 0.3623 0.7369 0.0953 
60 0.2242 0.3295 0.6804 0.1053 
70 0.2180 0.3247 0.6713 0.1067 
80 0.2147 0.3223 0.6663 0.1076 
90 0.2197 0.3260 0.6741 0.1062 
60 
TABLE 13 (Continued) 
Io= l.OE-0005, R = 0.885, %Tr = 50, %Cir = 100 
%Cov ~ ~ lla Loss 
0 0.2342 0.2807 0.8346 0.0464 
10 0.2210 0.2707 0.8165 0.0497 
20 0.2032 0.2568 0.7914 0.0536 
30 0.1936 0.2495 0.7758 0.0559 
40 0.1787 0.2380 0.7510 0.0592 
50 0.1804 0.2392 0.7542 0.0588 
60 0.1521 0.2175 0.6994 0.0654 
70 0.1480 0.2144 0.6904 0.0664 
80 0.1459 0.2128 0.6857 0.0669 
90 0.1492 0.2152 0.6934 0.0660 
Io= l.OE-0003, R = 0.882, %Tr = 50, %Clr = 100 
%Cov ~ ~ 'Tla Loss 
0 0.1225 0.1416 0.8656 0.0190 
10 0.1159 0.1363 0.8499 0.0205 
20 0.1068 0.1290 0.8282 0.0222 
30 0.1020 0.1252 0.8149 0.0232 
40 0.0945 0.1191 0.7935 0.0246 
50 0.0953 0.1197 0.7961 0.0244 
60 0.0810 0.1083 0.7480 0.0273 
70 0.0789 0.1067 0.7400 0.0277 
80 0.0779 0.1058 0.7358 0.0280 
90 0.0796 0.1071 0.7429 0.0275 
61 
TABLE 13 (Continued) 
Io= 1.0E-0002, R = 0.900, %Tr = 50, %Cir = 100 
%Cov ~ ENMAX 11E Loss 
0 0.0702 0.0781 0.8981 0.0080 
10 0.0664 0.0750 0.8859 0.0086 
20 0.0613 0.0705 0.8690 0.0092 
30 0.0586 0.0682 0.8587 0.0096 
40 0.0543 0.0646 0.8418 0.0102 
50 0.0548 0.0650 0.8438 0.0101 
60 0.0468 0.0581 0.8051 0.0113 
70 0.0456 0.0571 0.7985 0.0115 
80 0.0450 0.0566 0.7951 0.0116 
90 0.0459 0.0573 0.8010 0.0114 
Io= 
TABLE 14 
FIXED ARRAY, OPTIMIZED FOR 11s 
%'IR = 50, %Cl.BAR = 100 
l.OE-0013, R = 1.092, %Tr = 50, %Clr = 100 
%Cov ~ ~ 1ls Loss 
0 0.7282 0.8678 0.8391 0.1396 
10 0.6847 0.8342 0.8209 0.1494 
20 0.6331 0.7929 0.7985 0.1597 
30 0.5985 0.7662 0.7812 0.1677 
40 0.5606 0.7360 0.7617 0.1754 
50 0.5599 0.7354 0.7613 0.1755 
60 0.4759 0.6695 0.7109 0.1935 
70 0.4659 0.6617 0.7041 0.1958 
80 0.4653 0.6611 0.7038 0.1958 
90 0.4621 0.6587 0.7015 0.1966 
Io= l.OE-0011, R = 1.088, %Tr = 50, %Clr = 100 
%Cov ~ ~ 1ls Loss 
0 0.6061 0.7192 0.8427 0.1132 
10 0.5700 0.6915 0.8242 0.1215 
20 0.5274 0.6575 0.8022 0.1300 
30 0.4988 0.6355 0.7849 0.1367 
40 0.4674 0.6106 0.7654 0.1432 
50 0.4667 0.6100 0.7651 0.1433 
60 0.3973 0.5557 0.7149 0.1585 
70 0.3889 0.5494 0.7080 0.1604 
80 0.3885 0.5488 0.7079 0.1603 
90 0.3858 0.5469 0.7055 0.1611 
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TABLE 14 (Continued) 
Io= 1.0E-0009, R = 1.084, %Tr = 50, %Clr = 100 
%Cov EN Emwc lls Loss 
0 0.4843 0.5715 0.8474 0.0872 
10 0.4555 0.5496 0.8289 0.0940 
20 0.4220 0.5227 0.8074 0.1007 
30 0.3993 0.5053 0.7902 0.1060 
40 0.3744 0.4856 0.7710 0.1112 
50 0.3739 0.4852 0.7705 0.1113 
60 0.3189 0.4423 0.7209 0.1234 
70 0.3123 0.4373 0.7141 0.1250 
80 0.3120 0.4368 0.7142 0.1249 
90 0.3098 0.4353 0.7117 0.1255 
Io= l.OE-0007, R = 1.078, %Tr = 50, %Clr = 100 
%Cov ~ Emwc lls Loss 
0 0.3630 0.4250 0.8542 0.0620 
10 0.3417 0.4088 0.8359 0.0671 
20 0.3170 0.3889 0.8151 0.0719 
30 0.3002 0.3760 0.7983 0.0758 
40 0.2818 0.3615 0.7796 0.0797 
50 0.2814 0.3612 0.7791 0.0798 
60 0.2407 0.3294 0.7307 0.0887 
70 0.2358 0.3257 0.7241 0.0899 
80 0.2356 0.3253 0.7243 0.0897 
90 0.2340 0.3242 0.7217 0.0902 
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TABLE 14 (Continued) 
Io= 1.0E-0005, R = 1.070, %Tr = 50, %Clr = 100 
%Cov ~ ENMAX llE Loss 
0 0.2428 0.2807 0.8651 0.0378 
10 0.2289 0.2700 0.8477 0.0411 
20 0.2127 0.2568 0.8284 0.0441 
30 0.2018 0.2483 0.8126 0.0465 
40 0.1898 0.2387 0.7950 0.0489 
50 0.1895 0.2385 0.7945 0.0490 
60 0.1629 0.2175 0.7490 0.0546 
70 0.1597 0.2150 0.7429 0.0553 
80 0.1596 0.2148 0.7432 0.0551 
90 0.1585 0.2140 0.7406 0.0555 
Io= 1.0E-0003, R = 1.062, %Tr = 50, %Clr = 100 
%Cov ~ ~ llE Loss 
0 0.1257 0.1416 0.8878 0.0159 
10 0.1187 0.1359 0.8731 0.0173 
20 0.1106 0.1290 0.8571 0.0184 
30 0.1051 0.1245 0.8438 0.0195 
40 0.0990 0.1195 0.8289 0.0204 
50 0.0989 0.1194 0.8283 0.0205 
60 0.0855 0.1083 0.7896 0.0228 
70 0.0840 0.1070 0.7846 0.0231 
80 0.0839 0.1068 0.7848 0.0230 
90 0.0833 0.1065 0.7824 0.0232 
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TABLE 14 (Continued) 
Io= 1.0E-0002, R = 1.062, %Tr = 50, %Cir = 100 
%Cov ~ ENMAX 11B Loss 
0 0.0713 0.0781 0.9128 0.0068 
10 0.0674 0.0747 0.9014 0.0074 
20 0.0627 0.0706 0.8889 0.0078 
30 0.0596 0.0678 0.8783 0.0083 
40 0.0561 0.0648 0.8664 0.0087 
50 0.0561 0.0647 0.8660 0.0087 
60 0.0484 0.0580 0.8346 0.0096 
70 0.0476 0.0573 0.8305 0.0097 
80 0.0475 0.0572 0.8306 0.0097 
90 0.0472 0.0569 0.8285 0.0098 
TABLE 15 
TRACKING ARRAY 
%lR = 30, %Cl.BAR = 80 
Io= l.OE-0013, R = 0.923, %Tr = 30, %Clr = 80 
%Cov ~ Emwc 'lle Loss 
0 0.5898 0.6928 0.8514 0.1029 
10 0.5362 0.6467 0.8291 0.1105 
20 0.4825 0.6006 0.8034 0.1181 
30 0.4288 0.5545 0.7734 0.1257 
40 0.3752 0.5084 0.7379 0.1332 
50 0.3215 0.4623 0.6954 0.1408 
60 0.2678 0.4162 0.6434 0.1484 
70 0.2141 0.3701 0.5786 0.1560 
80 0.1605 0.3240 0.4952 0.1636 
90 0.1068 0.2780 0.3843 0.1711 
Io= l.OE-0011, R = 0.915, %Tr= 30, %Clr = 80 
%Cov ~ Emwc 'lle Loss 
0 0.4944 0.5734 0.8621 0.0790 
10 0.4494 0.5354 0.8393 0.0861 
20 0.4044 0.4975 0.8129 0.0931 
30 0.3594 0.4595 0.7822 0.1001 
40 0.3145 0.4215 0.7460 0.1071 
50 0.2695 0.3836 0.7025 0.1141 
60 0.2245 0.3456 0.6496 0.1211 
70 0.1795 0.3077 0.5836 0.1281 
80 0.1346 0.2697 0.4989 0.1351 
90 0;0896 0.2317 0.3866 0.1421 
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TABLE 15 (Continued) 
Io= 1.0E-0009, R = 0.907, %Tr = 30, %Clr = 80 
%Cov EN ENMAX 11B Loss 
0 0.3986 0.4549 0.8762 0.0563 
10 0.3623 0.4249 0.8527 0.0626 
20 0.3261 0.3950 0.8256 0.0689 
30 0.2898 0.3650 0.7940 0.0752 
40 0.2536 0.3351 0.7568 0.0815 
50 0.2174 0.3051 0.7123 0.0878 
60 0.1811 0.2752 0.6582 0.0941 
70 0.1449 0.2452 0.5908 0.1004 
80 0.1086 0.2153 0.5046 0.1067 
90 0.0724 0.1853 0.3906 0.1129 
Io= 1.0E-0007, R = 0.896, %Tr = 30, %Clr = 80 
%Cov EN ENMAX 11B Loss 
0 0.3019 0.3376 0.8941 0.0357 
10 0.2745 0.3155 0.8699 0.0410 
20 0.2471 0.2934 0.8420 0.0463 
30 0.2197 0.2713 0.8096 0.0516 
40 0.1922 0.2492 0.7715 0.0570 
50 0.1648 0.2271 0.7259 0.0623 
60 0.1374 0.2050 0.6704 0.0676 
70 0.1100 0.1829 0.6016 0.0729 
80 0.0826 0.1608 0.5138 0.0782 
90 0.0552 0.1387 0.3981 0.0835 
68 
TABLE 15 (Continued) 
Io= l.OE-0005, R = 0.885, %Tr = 30, %Clr = 80 
%Cov ~ ENMAX Tle Loss 
0 0.2037 0.2226 0.9150 0.0189 
10 0.1853 0.2081 0.8905 0.0228 
20 0.1669 0.1935 0.8624 0.0266 
30 0.1485 0.1790 0.8296 0.0305 
40 0.1301 0.1644 0.7911 0.0343 
50 0.1116 0.1498 0.7450 0.0382 
60 0.0932 0.1353 0.6891 0.0421 
70 0.0748 0.1207 0.6197 0.0459 
80 0.0564 0.1062 0.5313 0.0498 
90 0.0380 0.0916 0.4147 0.0536 
Io= l.OE-0003, R = 0.882, %Tr = 30, %Clr = 80 
%Cov EN ~ Tle Loss 
0 0.1057 0.1127 0.9377 0.0070 
10 0.0962 0.1051 0.9156 0.0089 
20 0.0868 0.0975 0.8901 0.0107 
30 0.0774 0.0899 0.8603 0.0126 
40 0.0680 0.0824 0.8251 0.0144 
50 0.0585 0.0748 0.7827 0.0163 
60 0.0491 0.0672 0.7307 0.0181 
70 0.0397 0.0596 0.6655 0.0199 
80 0.0303 0.0521 0.5813 0.0218 
90 0.0208 0.0445 0.4685 0.0236 
69 
TABLE 15 (Continued) 
Io= 1.0E-0002, R = 0.900, %Tr = 30, %Cir = 80 
%Cov ~ ENMAX 11E Loss 
0 0.0599 0.0629 0.9517 0.0030 
10 0.0546 0.0584 0.9347 0.0038 
20 0.0493 0.0539 0.9148 0.0046 
30 0.0440 0.0494 0.8913 0.0054 
40 0.0387 0.0449 0.8630 0.0061 
50 0.0334 0.0404 0.8285 0.0069 
60 0.0281 0.0358 0.7852 0.0077 
70 0.0229 0.0313 0.7295 0.0085 
80 0.0176 0.0268 0.6550 0.0093 
90 0.0123 0.0223 0.5504 0.0100 
TABLE 16 
FIXED ARRAY, OPTIMIZED FOR POWER 
%TR = 30, %Cl.EAR = 80 
Io= l.OE-0013, R = 0.923, %Tr = 30, %Clr = 80 
%Cov EN ~ 11E Loss 
0 0.4555 0.7023 0.6487 0.2467 
10 0.4214 0.6646 0.6341 0.2432 
20 0.3800 0.6182 0.6147 0.2382 
30 0.3574 0.5918 0.6039 0.2344 
40 0.3178 0.5483 0.5796 0.2305 
50 0.3179 0.5503 0.5777 0.2324 
60 0.2524 0.4773 0.5287 0.2250 
70 0.2390 0.4616 0.5178 0.2226 
80 0.2522 0.4758 0.5300 0.2236 
90 0.2444 0.4686 0.5216 0.2242 
Io= l.OE-0011, R = 0.915, %Tr = 30, %Clr = 80 
%Cov ~ ENMAX 11E Loss 
0 0.3822 0.5826 0.6561 0.2004 
10 0.3536 0.5516 0.6410 0.1980 
20 0.3188 0.5134 0.6211 0.1945 
30 0.2999 0.4917 0.6100 0.1918 
40 0.2666 0.4558 0.5850 0.1892 
50 0.2668 0.4575 0.5831 0.1907 
60 0.2118 0.3974 0.5329 0.1856 
70 0.2006 0.3844 0.5218 0.1839 
80 0.2116 0.3961 0.5342 0.1845 
90 0.2051 0.3902 0.5256 0.1851 
70 
71 
TABLE 16 (Continued) 
lo= l.OE-0009, R = 0.907, %Tr = 30, %Clr = 80 
%Cov EN Emwc 1la Loss 
0 0.3091 0.4633 0.6671 0.1543 
10 0.2859 0.4389 0.6514 0.1530 
20 0.2578 0.4088 0.6307 0.1510 
30 0.2425 0.3917 0.6191 0.1492 
40 0.2156 0.3634 0.5933 0.1478 
50 0.2157 0.3648 0.5915 0.1490 
60 0.1713 0.3174 0.5396 0.1461 
70 0.1622 0.3072 0.5281 0.1450 
80 0.1711 0.3164 0.5409 0.1453 
90 0.1659 0.3117 0.5322 0.1458 
Io= l .OE-0007, R = 0.896, %Tr = 30, %Clr = 80 
%Cov ~ ~ 1la Loss 
0 0.2359 0.3447 0.6843 0.1088 
10 0.2182 0.3267 0.6679 0.1085 
20 0.1968 0.3046 0.6462 0.1078 
30 0.1851 0.2920 0.6340 0.1069 
40 0.1646 0.2712 0.6070 0.1066 
50 0.1647 0.2721 0.6052 0.1075 
60 0.1308 0.2373 0.5512 0.1065 
70 0.1239 0.2298 0.5392 0.1059 
80 0.1307 0.2366 0.5524 0.1059 
90 0.1267 0.2331 0.5435 0.1064 
72 
TABLE 16 (Continued) 
Io= l.OE-0005, R = 0.885, %Tr = 30, %Clr = 80 
%Cov ~ Emwc 1ls Loss 
0 0.1619 0.2272 0.7127 0.0653 
10 0.1498 0.2155 0.6954 0.0656 
20 0.1352 0.2010 0.6725 0.0658 
30 0.1272 0.1928 0.6596 0.0656 
40 0.1131 0.1792 0.6313 0.0661 
50 0.1132 0.1798 0.6295 0.0666 
60 0.0900 0.1570 0.5730 0.0671 
70 0.0853 0.1521 0.5605 0.0669 
80 0.0899 0.1566 0.5742 0.0667 
90 0.0872 0.1543 0.5652 0.0671 
Io= 1.0E-0003, R = 0.882, %Tr = 30, %Clr = 80 
%Cov ~ ~ 11s Loss 
0 0.0865 0.1129 0.7663 0.0264 
10 0.0801 0.1070 0.7492 0.0268 
20 0.0724 0.0996 0.7267 0.0272 
30 0.0681 0.0954 0.7142 0.0273 
40 0.0607 0.0884 0.6863 0.0277 
50 0.0607 0.0887 0.6846 0.0280 
60 0.0485 0.0771 0.6286 0.0286 
70 0.0460 0.0746 0.6162 0.0286 
80 0.0484 0.0769 0.6297 0.0285 
90 0.0470 0.0757 0.6212 0.0287 
73 
TABLE 16 (Continued) 
Io= 1.0E-0002, R = 0.900, %Tr = 30, %Clr = 80 
%Cov ~ ENMAX T)E Loss 
0 0.0496 0.0605 0.8195 0.0109 
10 0.0460 0.0570 0.8058 0.0111 
20 0.0415 0.0527 0.7877 0.0112 
30 0.0391 0.0503 0.7777 0.0112 
40 0.0349 0.0463 0.7544 0.0114 
50 0.0349 0.0464 0.7529 0.0115 
60 0.0280 0.0396 0.7054 0.0117 
70 0.0265 0.0382 0.6948 0.0117 
80 0.0279 0.0395 0.7067 0.0116 
90 0.0271 0.0388 0.6991 0.0117 
Io= 
TABLE 17 
FIXED ARRAY, OPTIMIZED FOR Tfo 
%'IR = 30, %Cl.BAR = 80 
l.OE-0013, R = 1.092, %Tr = 30, %Clr = 80 
%Cov EN ENMAX Tfo Loss 
0 0.5328 0.7023 0.7588 0.1694 
10 0.4930 0.6646 0.7417 0.1717 
20 0.4445 0.6182 0.7191 0.1736 
30 0.4181 0.5918 0.7065 0.1737 
40 0.3718 0.5483 0.6782 0.1765 
50 0.3720 0.5503 0.6760 0.1783 
60 0.2955 0.4773 0.6191 0.1818 
70 0.2799 0.4616 0.6065 0.1817 
80 0.2952 0.4758 0.6205 0.1806 
90 0.2863 0.4686 0.6110 0.1823 
Io= l.OE-0011, R = 1.088, %Tr = 30, %Clr = 80 
%Cov ~ ENMAX 11E Loss 
0 0.4457 0.5826 0.7650 0.1369 
10 0.4123 0.5516 0.7475 0.1393 
20 0.3719 0.5134 0.7244 0.1415 
30 0.3498 0.4917 0.7115 0.1418 
40 0.3111 0.4558 0.6825 0.1447 
50 0.3113 0.4575 0.6804 0.1462 
60 0.2473 0.3974 0.6224 0.1501 
70 0.2343 0.3844 0.6096 0.1501 
80 0.2471 0.3961 0.6238 0.1490 
90 0.2397 0.3902 0.6143 0.1505 
74 
75 
TABLE 17 (Continued) 
Io= l.OE-0009, R = 1.084, %Tr = 30, %Cir = 80 
%Cov ~ Emwc lls Loss 
0 0.3583 0.4633 0.7733 0.1050 
10 0.3315 0.4389 0.7552 0.1074 
20 0.2990 0.4088 0.7315 0.1098 
30 0.2813 0.3917 0.7181 0.1104 
40 0.2502 0.3634 0.6885 0.1132 
50 0.2504 0.3648 0.6864 0.1144 
60 0.1990 0.3174 0.6271 0.1184 
70 0.1886 0.3072 0.6141 0.1186 
80 0.1988 0.3164 0.6284 0.1176 
90 0.1930 0.3117 0.6190 0.1188 
Io= l.OE-0007, R = 1.078, %Tr = 30, %Clr = 80 
%Cov ~ Emwc lls Loss 
0 0.2701 0.3447 0.7836 0.0746 
10 0.2499 0.3267 0.7649 0.0768 
20 0.2255 0.3046 0.7404 0.0791 
30 0.2122 0.2920 0.7267 0.0798 
40 0.1888 0.2712 0.6962 0.0824 
50 0.1890 0.2721 0.6943 0.0832 
60 0.1504 0.2373 0.6337 0.0869 
70 0.1425 0.2298 0.6203 0.0872 
80 0.1502 0.2366 0.6349 0.0864 
90 0.1458 0.2331 0.6256 0.0873 
76 
TABLE 17 (Continued) 
Io= 1.0E-0005, R = 1.070, %Tr = 30, %Clr = 80 
%Cov EN ENMAX 11B Loss 
0 0.1814 0.2272 0.7984 0.0458 
10 0.1679 0.2155 0.7792 0.0476 
20 0.1516 0.2010 0.7542 0.0494 
30 0.1427 0.1928 0.7401 0.0501 
40 0.1271 0.1792 0.7091 0.0521 
50 0.1272 0.1798 0.7075 0.0526 
60 0.1014 0.1570 0.6460 0.0556 
70 0.0962 0.1521 0.6324 0.0559 
80 0.1013 0.1566 0.6471 0.0553 
90 0.0985 0.1543 0.6381 0.0559 
Io= 1.0E-0003, R = 1.062, %Tr = 30, %Clr = 80 
%Cov ~ ~ 11B Loss 
0 0.0933 0.1129 0.8264 0.0196 
10 0.0865 0.1070 0.8087 0.0205 
20 0.0782 0.0996 0.7854 0.0214 
30 0.0737 0.0954 0.7724 0.0217 
40 0.0657 0.0884 0.7435 0.0227 
50 0.0658 0.0887 0.7421 0.0229 
60 0.0528 0.0771 0.6844 0.0243 
70 0.0501 0.0746 0.6715 0.0245 
80 0.0527 0.0769 0.6854 0.0242 
90 0.0513 0.0757 0.6772 0.0244 
77 
TABLE 17 (Continued) 
Io= l.OE-0002, R = 1.062, %Tr= 30, %Cir= 80 
%Cov ~ ENMAX TlE Loss 
0 0.0520 0.0605 0.8595 0.0085 
10 0.0482 0.0570 0.8459 0.0088 
20 0.0436 0.0527 0.8279 0.0091 
30 0.0411 0.0503 0.8180 0.0092 
40 0.0368 0.0463 0.7948 0.0095 
50 0.0368 0.0464 0.7935 0.0096 
60 0.0296 0.0396 0.7464 0.0101 
70 0.0281 0.0382 0.7358 0.0101 
80 0.0295 0.0395 0.7475 0.0100 
90 0.0288 0.0388 0.7404 0.0101 
TABLE 18 
TRACKING ARRAY 
%1R = 50, %CLP.AR = 80 
Io= 1.0E-0013, R = 0.923, %Tr = 50, %Clr = 80 
%Cov ~ ~ 11B Loss 
0 0.5898 0.6928 0.8514 0.1029 
10 0.5456 0.6600 0.8267 0.1144 
20 0.5014 0.6272 0.7994 0.1258 
30 0.4572 0.5944 0.7691 0.1372 
40 0.4129 0.5616 0.7353 0.1487 
50 0.3687 0.5288 0.6972 0.1601 
60 0.3245 0.4960 0.6542 0.1715 
70 0.2803 0.4633 0.6050 0.1830 
80 0.2360 0.4305 0.5483 0.1944 
90 0.1918 0.3977 0.4824 0.2059 
Io= 1.0E-0011, R = 0.915, %Tr = 50, %Clr = 80 
%Cov ~ ~ 11B Loss 
0 0.4944 0.5734 0.8621 0.0790 
10 0.4573 0.5464 0.8370 0.0891 
20 0.4203 0.5194 0.8092 0.0991 
30 0.3832 0.4923 0.7784 0.1091 
40 0.3462 0.4653 0.7440 0.1191 
50 0.3091 0.4383 0.7053 0.1291 
60 0.2721 0.4113 0.6616 0.1392 
70 0.2351 0.3842 0.6118 0.1492 
80 0.1980 0.3572 0.5543 0.1592 
90 0.1610 0.3302 0.4875 0.1692 
78 
79 
TABLE 18 (Continued) 
Io= 1.0E-0009, R = 0.907, %Tr = 50, %Clr = 80 
%Cov EN ENMAX 11E Loss 
0 0.3986 0.4549 0.8762 0.0563 
10 0.3687 0.4335 0.8506 0.0648 
20 0.3389 0.4122 0.8223 0.0732 
30 0.3091· 0.3908 0.7909 0.0817 
40 0.2793 0.3695 0.7559 0.0902 
50 0.2495 0.3481 0.7166 0.0986 
60 0.2197 0.3268 0.6722 0.1071 
70 0.1899 0.3054 0.6216 0.1156 
80 0.1601 0.2841 0.5634 0.1240 
90 0.1302 0.2628 0.4957 0.1325 
lo= l .OE-0007, R = 0.896, %Tr = 50, %Clr = 80 
%Cov ~ ~ Tfo Loss 
0 0.3019 0.3376 0.8941 0.0357 
10 0.2794 0.3218 0.8682 0.0424 
20 0.2569 0.3060 0.8396 0.0491 
30 0.2345 0.2902 0.8079 0.0557 
40 0.2120 0.2744 0.7725 0.0624 
50 0.1895 0.2586 0.7329 0.0691 
60 0.1671 0.2428 0.6880 0.0758 
70 0.1446 0.2270 0.6369 0.0824 
80 0.1221 0.2112 0.5782 0.0891 
90 0.0997 0.1955 0.5100 0.0958 
80 
TABLE 18 (Continued) 
Io= 1.0E-0005, R = 0.885, %Tr = 50, %Cir = 80 
%Cov ~ ~ 11B Loss 
0 0.2037 0.2226 0.9150 0.0189 
10 0.1888 0.2122 0,8897 0.0234 
20 0.1738 0.2017 0.8618 0.0279 
30 0.1589 0.1912 0.8308 0.0324 
40 0.1439 0.1808 0.7962 0.0368 
50 0.1290 0.1703 0.7574 0.0413 
60 0.1141 0.1599 0.7135 0.0458 
70 0.0991 0.1494 0.6635 0.0503 
80 0.0842. 0.1390 0.6059 0.0548 
90 0.0693 0.1285 0.5390 0.0592 
Io= 1.0E-0003, R = 0.882, %Tr = 50, %Cir = 80 
%Cov ~ Emwc 11B Loss 
0 0.1057 0.1127 0.9377 0.0070 
10 0.0982 0.1072 0.9163 0.0090 
20 0.0907 0.1016 0.8926 0.0109 
30 0.0833 0.0961 0.8662 0.0129 
40 0.0758 0.0906 0.8366 0.0148 
50 0.0683 0.0851 0.8031 0.0167 
60 0.0609 0.0796 0.7650 0.0187 
70 0.0534 0.0740 0.7212 0.0206 
80 0.0459 0.0685 0.6704 0.0226 
90 0.0385 0.0630 0.6106 0.0245 
81 
TABLE 18 (Continued) 
Io = 1.0E-0002, R = 0.900, %Tr= 50, %Clr = 80 
%Cov ~ ENMAX TlE Loss 
0 0.0599 0.0629 0.9517 0.0030 
10 0.0557 0.0596 0.9354 0.0038 
20 0.0516 0.0562 0.9172 0.0047 
30 0.0474 0.0529 0.8967 0.0055 
40 0.0433 0.0496 0.8735 0.0063 
50 0.0392 0.0462 0.8468 0.0071 
60 0.0350 0.0429 0.8161 0.0079 
70 0.0309 0.0396 0.7801 0.0087 
80 0.0267 0.0362 0.7375 0.0095 
90 0.0226 0.0329 0.6863 0.0103 
TABLE 19 
FIXED ARRAY, OPTIMIZED FOR POWER 
%TR = 50, %Cl.EAR = 80 
Io= 1.0E-0013, R = 0.923, %Tr = 50, %Clr = 80 
%Cov ~ Emwc Tla Loss 
0 0.4570 0.7048 0.6484 0.2478 
10 0.4283 0.6782 0.6315 0.2499 
20 0.3944 0.6451 0.6114 0.2507 
30 0.3753 0.6272 0.5984 0.2519 
40 0.3456 0.5985 0.5774 0.2529 
50 0.3459 0.5984 0.5781 0.2525 
60 0.2894 0.5452 0.5308 0.2558 
70 0.2778 0.5349 0.5194 0.2571 
80 0.2859 0.5408 0.5288 0.2548 
90 0.2840 0.5390 0.5269 0.2550 
Io= 1.0E-0011, R = 0.915, %Tr= 50, %Cir= 80 
%Cov ~ EmWc lla Loss 
0 0.3834 0.5847 0.6558 0.2013 
10 0.3594 0.5628 0.6386 0.2034 
20 0.3310 0.5356 0.6180 0.2046 
30 0.3149 0.5207 0.6047 0.2058 
40 0.2900 0.4972 0.5833 0.2072 
50 0.2903 0.4971 0.5840 0.2068 
60 0.2428 0.4532 0.5358 0.2104 
70 0.2332 0.4448 0.5242 0.2116 
80 0.2399 0.4496 0.5337 0.2096 
90 0.2383 0.4481 0.5318 0.2098 
82 
83 
TABLE 19 (Continued) 
Io= 1.0E-0009, R = 0.907, %Tr = 50, %Clr = 80 
%Cov ~ ~ 11B Loss 
0 0.3100 0.4650 0.6668 0.1549 
10 0.2906 0.4477 0.6491 0.1571 
20 0.2677 0.4262 0.6280 0.1586 
30 0.2547 0.4146 0.6144 0.1599 
40 0.2345 0.3960 0.5923 0.1614 
50 0.2348 0.3959 0.5930 0.1611 
60 0.1964 0.3613 0.5437 0.1649 
70 0.1886 0.3547 0.5319 0.1660 
80 0.1941 0.3585 0.5415 0.1644 
90 0.1928 0.3573 0.5395 0.1645 
Io= 1.0E-0007, R = 0.896, %Tr= 50, %Clr = 80 
%Cov ~ ~ 11B Loss 
0 0.2366 0.3459 0.6841 0.1093 
10 0.2218 0.3331 0.6658 0.1113 
20 0.2044 0.3173 0.6440 0.1130 
30 0.1945 0.3087 0.6300 0.1142 
40 0.1791 0.2950 0.6072 0.1159 
50 0.1793 0.2950 0.6079 0.1157 
60 0.1501 0.2695 0.5571 0.1193 
70 0.1442 0.2646 0.5451 0.1203 
80 0.1484 0.2674 0.5548 0.1190 
90 0.1473 0.2665 0.5529 0.1192 
84 
TABLE 19 (Continued) 
Io= 1.0E-0005, R = 0.885, %Tr = 50, %Clr = 80 
%Cov ~ ~ ,,B Loss 
0 0.1625 0.2280 0.7126 0.0655 
10 0.1524 0.2196 0.6938 0.0672 
20 0.1405 0.2093 0.6715 0.0687 
30 0.1338 0.2036 0.6571 0.0698 
40 0.1233 0.1946 0.6338 0.0713 
50 0.1234 0.1946 0.6344 0.0711 
60 0.1036 0.1778 0.5825 0.0742 
70 0.0996 0.1746 0.5704 0.0750 
80 0.1024 0.1765 0.5800 0.0741 
90 0.1017 0.1759 0.5780 0.0742 
Io= 1.0E-0003, R = 0.882, %Tr = 50, %Clr = 80 
%Cov ~ ~ ,,B Loss 
0 0.0868 0.1133 0.7663 0.0265 
10 0.0816 0.1090 0.7484 0.0274 
20 0.0754 0.1037 0.7277 0.0282 
30 0.0719 0.1007 0.7141 0.0288 
40 0.0665 0.0961 0.6919 0.0296 
50 0.0665 0.0961 0.6925 0.0295 
60 0.0562 0.0874 0.6431 0.0312 
70 0.0542 0.0857 0.6319 0.0316 
80 0.0556 0.0867 0.6406 0.0312 
90 0.0552 0.0864 0.6387 0.0312 
85 
TABLE 19 (Continued) 
Io= 1.0E-0002, R = 0.900, %Tr = 50, %Cir = 80 
%Cov ~ ENMAX TIE Loss 
0 0.0498 0.0607 0.8194 0.0110 
10 0.0468 0.0582 0.8046 0.0114 
20 0.0434 0.0550 0.7878 0.0117 
30 0.0414 0.0533 0.7765 0.0119 
40 0.0383 0.0506 0.7579 0.0122 
50 0.0384 0.0506 0.7584 0.0122 
60 0.0326 0.0455 0.7163 0.0129 
70 0.0314 0.0445 0.7067 0.0130 
80 0.0322 0.0451 0.7142 0.0129 
90 0.0320 0.0449 0.7125 0.0129 
Io= 
TABLE 20 
FIXED ARRAY, OPTIMIZED FOR 11B 
%TR = 50, %Cl.BAR = 80 
1.0E-0013, R = 1.092, %Tr = 50, %Ch = 100 
%Cov ~ ~ 11B Loss 
0 0.7282 0.8678 0.8391 0.1396 
10 0.6847 0.8342 0.8209 0.1494 
20 0.6331 0.7929 0.7985 0.1597 
30 0.5985 0.7662 0.7812 0.1677 
40 0.5606 0.7360 0.7617 0.1754 
50 0.5599 0.7354 0.7613 0.1755 
60 0.4759 0.6695 0.7109 0.1935 
70 0.4659 0.6617 0.7041 0.1958 
80 0.4653 0.6611 0.7038 0.1958 
90 0.4621 0.6587 0.7015 0.1966 
Io= 1.0E-0011, R = 1.088, %Tr = 50, %Ch = 100 
%Cov ~ ~ 11B Loss 
0 0.6061 0.7192 0.8427 0.1132 
10 0.5700 0.6915 0.8242 0.1215 
20 0.5274 0.6575 0.8022 0.1300 
30 0.4988 0.6355 0.7849 0.1367 
40 0.4674 0.6106 0.7654 0.1432 
50 0.4667 0.6100 0.7651 0.1433 
60 0.3973 0.5557 0.7149 0.1585 
70 0.3889 0.5494 0.7080 0.1604 
80 0.3885 0.5488 0.7079 0.1603 
90 0.3858 0.5469 0.7055 0.1611 
86 
87 
TABLE 20 (Continued) 
Io= 1.0E-0009, R = 1.084, %Tr= 50, %Clr = 100 
%Cov ~ ~ 11B Loss 
0 0.4843 0.5715 0.8474 0.0872 
10 0.4555 0.5496 0.8289 0.0940 
20 0.4220 0.5227 0.8074 0.1007 
30 0.3993 0.5053 0.7902 0.1060 
40 0.3744 0.4856 0.7710 0.1112 
50 0.3739 0.4852 0.7705 0.1113 
60 0.3189 0.4423 0.7209 0.1234 
70 0.3123 0.4373 0.7141 0.1250 
80 0.3120 0.4368 0.7142 0.1249 
90 0.3098 0.4353 0.7117 0.1255 
Io= 1.0E-0007, R = 1.078, %Tr = 50, %Clr = 100 
%Cov EN Emwc 11B Loss 
0 0.3630 0.4250 0.8542 0.0620 
10 0.3417 0.4088 0.8359 0.0671 
20 0.3170 0.3889 0.8151 0.0719 
30 0.3002 0.3760 0.7983 0.0758 
40 0.2818 0.3615 0.7796 0.0797 
50 0.2814 0.3612 0.7791 0.0798 
60 0.2407 0.3294 0.7307 0.0887 
70 0.2358 0.3257 0.7241 0.0899 
80 0.2356 0.3253 0.7243 0.0897 
90 0.2340 0.3242 0.7217 0.0902 
88 
TABLE 20 (Continued) 
Io= l.OE-0005, R = 1.070, %Tr = 50, %Clr = 100 
%Cov EN ~ 11E Loss 
0 0.2428 0.2807 0.8651 0.0378 
10 0.2289 0.2700 0.8477 0.0411 
20 0.2127 0.2568 0.8284 0.0441 
30 0.2018 0.2483 0.8126 0.0465 
40 0.1898 0.2387 0.7950 0.0489 
50 0.1895 0.2385 0.7945 0.0490 
60 0.1629 0.2175 0.7490 0.0546 
70 0.1597 0.2150 0.7429 0.0553 
80 0.1596 0.2148 0.7432 0.0551 
90 0.1585 0.2140 0.7406 0.0555 
Io = l.OE-0003, R = 1.062, %Tr = 50, %Clr = 100 
%Cov ~ ~ 11E Loss 
0 0.1257 0.1416 0.8878 0.0159 
10 0.1187 0.1359 0.8731 0.0173 
20 0.1106 0.1290 0.8571 0.0184 
30 0.1051 0.1245 0.8438 0.0195 
40 0.0990 0.1195 0.8289 0.0204 
50 0.0989 0.1194 0.8283 0.0205 
60 0.0855 0.1083 0.7896 0.0228 
70 0.0840 0.1070 0.7846 0.0231 
80 0.0839 0.1068 0.7848 0.0230 
90 0.0833 0.1065 0.7824 0.0232 
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TABLE 20 (Continued) 
Io= 1.0E-0002, R = 1.062, %Tr= 50, %Cir= 100 
%Cov ~ ENMAX 11E Loss 
0 0.0713 0.0781 0.9128 0.0068 
10 0.0674 0.0747 0.9014 0.0074 
20 0.0627 0.0706 0.8889 0.0078 
30 0.0596 0.0678 0.8783 0.0083 
40 0.0561 0.0648 0.8664 0.0087 
50 0.0561 0.0647 0.8660 0.0087 
60 0.0484 0.0580 0.8346 0.0096 
70 0.0476 0.0573 0.8305 0.0097 
80 0.0475 0.0572 0.8306 0.0097 





{ $M 10240,0,655360} 
{$1-} 
{$DEFINE BigProg } 
uses CRT,SFunct,FileIO; 


















if ErrOut(CommandFile) then 
FileRead :=FALSE; 
TextMode(C080 + Font8x8); 
Window(5,10,Lo(WindMax),Hi(WindMax)); 
assign(T, '\solai\RngName'); 
Choice := 'A'; 
Continue :=TRUE; 
FileRead :=FALSE; 
if (ParamStr(l) <> ")then 








while Continue do 
begin 















Calculate Maximum Power Points'); 
Plot circuit output'); 
Change calculation intervals'); 
Run Using Command File'); 
Output Name for Batch'); 
Convert .PPU to .PRT'); 
if FileRead then 
if Eof(W) then 
FileRead :=FALSE; 




Choice := UpCase(Choice); 





write(' Automatic Filenames? '); 




Choice := UpCase(Choice); 





















write('Output File Name: '); 









FileName := "; 
MakePRT; 







{ Let the main program know where the procedures are. 








TestRange = record 










































Is :array [1..4320] of single; 
Done,IntV ar,AppendFile,FirstTime, UserNarne :boolean; 
RangeData,FirstPlot, Tracking :boolean; 
FileRead,Save V aloe :boolean; 
Variable Definitions 
Io :Dark Current, Amperes 
Is :Short Circuit Current, p.u. 
lpu :Load Current, p.u. 
Impu :Load Current at Maximum Power Point, p.u. 
Vpu :Load Voltage, p.u. 
Vmpu :Load Voltage at Maximum Power Point, p.u. 
Ppu :Load Power, p.u. 
Pmpu :Maximum Power, p.u. 
EBase :Base value for energy 
EN :Total Energy, p.u. x minutes 
ENmax :Maximum Total Energy, p.u. x minutes 
Eff : Utilization Efficiency = EN/ENmax 
R :Load Resistance, ohms 
Rpu :Load Resistance, per-unit 
Temp :Temperature 
Trlnt :Percent of cloud transmittance 
PerColnt :Percent cover 









: PSptr; {pointer variable used to access PSrec} 
{ This function raises a real number to a real number power. 
function XY(X,Y: extended): extended; 
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if (X > 0) then 
XY := exp(Y * ln(X)) 
else if (X = 0) then 
XY := 0 
else if (X < 0) then 
XY := -exp(Y * ln(-X)); 
This function is used by the GetFileName procedure when the 
program is to generate/use days over a range of transmittance, 
clear, or cover values. 
procedure InputRange(DataLabel: string; var GetRange: TestRange); 
begin 
with GetRange do 
begin 
end; 
writeln(DataLabel,' V aloes: '); 
write(' Starting Value: '); 







write(' Ending value: '); 







write(' Increment: '); 







Max.Val := Stop; 
V aloe := Start; 
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end; 
This procedure is used when the simulation/day generation is 
to be done for only a single value of one of the parameters. 
} 





with GetRange do 
begin 
end; 
write(DataLabel,': '); · 







Start := V aloe; 
Stop := V aloe; 
Increment := I; 
This function returns the proper filename for the data 
file corresponding to the given transmittance, clear, 
and cover values. 










write('(T)racking or (F)ixed '); 








if (Choice = 'T') or (Choice = 't') then 
Tracking := TRUE 
else 
Tracking :=FALSE; 
if not Tracking then 
begin 
end; 
write(' Cloud Sire: (S)mall, (M)edium, (L)arge '); 








CloudSize := UpCase(CloudSire); 
writeln; 
write('Cloud velocity (m/s) '); 





writeln(Velocity:S: 1 ); 
readln(Velocity ); 
Choice := 'N'; 




write ('Vary data parameters? '); 









Choice := UpCase(Choice); 
if (Choice = 'Y') then 
begin 
writeln; 














Choice := UpCase(Choice); 
Condition := Choice; 
Condition := 'N'; 
MaxVal := 100; 
if (Choice <> 'A') then 
begin 
writeln; 
if ( Choice = 'T') then 
InputRange( 'Transmittance', Trlnt) 
else 




if ( Choice = '0') then 
InputRange( 'Percentage Cover' ,PerColnt) 
else 
Singlelnput('Percentage Cover' ,PerColnt); 
writeln; 
if ( Choice = 'L ') then 
InputRange( 'Percentage Clear' ,PerCllnt) 
else 
Singlelnput( 'Percentage Oear' ,PerCllnt); 
if (Choice = 'A') then 
begin 
end;. 
InputRange( 'Transmittance', Trlnt); 
InputRange('Percentage Cover' ,PerColnt); 
InputRange('Percentage Clear' ,PerCllnt); 
FirstTime :=FALSE; 
FileName := UpperCase(FileName); 
if (FileName = 'R ') then 
begin 










writeln(FileN ame ); 
readln(FileName ); 
with Trint do 
if (Value = 100) then 
FileName := 'AO' 
else 





FileName := 'O'+FileName; 
Str(V alue:2,FileName ); 
with PerColnt do 
if (Value = 100) then 
Param := 'AO' 
else 




Str(V alue: 1,Param ); 
Param := 'O' + Param; 
Str(V alue :2,Param ); 
FileName := FileName + Param; 
with PerCllnt do 
if (Value = 100) then 
Param := 'AO' 
else 





Param := 'O' + Param; 
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Str(V alue :2,Param ); 
FileName := FileName + Param; 
end; 
if Tracking then 
FileName := 'T' + FileName; 
if (Pos('. ',FileName) = 0) then 
FileName := FileName + '.DAT'; 
GetDir(O,Directory ); 
GetFileName := Directory + '\' + FileName; 
end; 
{ This procedure plots a file of solar data. 
} 






Done := FALSE; 
GraphMode := 2; 




while (not Done) do 
begin 




write('Data File: '); 
readln(FileName ); 
if (Pos('.',FileName) = 0) then 




if not EnQut(FileName) then 
begin 
while (not Done) do 
begin 
readln(F ,DataName ); 
readln(F,NumbPoints,DummyReal,DummyReal); 
Scale := NumbPoints/550; 
AllOK := errout(FileName); 




FirstPlot := FALSE; 
DummyReal := NumbPoints/(10.0); 




for Y := 0 to 9 do 
begin 
end; 
YPos := Y*35 + 50; 
Line(45,YPos,55,YPos); 
for X := 0 to 10 do 
begin 
end; 




for Y := 0 to 10 do 
begin 
end; 
YPos := 400 - Y*35; 
MoveTo(25,YPos); 
YReal := Y/10.0; 
Str(YReal:3: l,OutStr); 
OutText(OutStr); 
for X := 0 to 10 do 
begin 
end; 
XPos := 50 + X*55; 
MoveTo(XPos,415); 
Dummylnt := round(X*NumbPoints/10); 
Str(Dummylnt,OutStr); 
OutText(OutStr); 




if (Pos('.',Value) = 0) then 
begin 
Val('Value' ,Y,Code); 





Val( 'Value' ,Dummy Real, Code); 
Y := Round(lOO*DummyReal); 
IntVar := FALSE; 
YPos := 400 - Y; 
MoveTo(50,YPos); 
for i := 2 to NumbPoints do 
begin 
end; 





Y := Round(DummyReal* 100); 
end; 
YPos := 400 - Round(3.5*Y); 









Done := False; 
while (not Done) do 
begin 
Key := ReadKey; 
case Key of 
#13: begin 
Done := True; 
end; 
#16: begin 
Done := True; 












Clear View Port; 
writeln('Strike Any Key to Continue ... '); 
Choice := ReadKey; 
Done := True; 



























FirstData := TRUE; 
Done :=FALSE; 
GraphMode := 2; 
GraphDriver := 9; 
ClrScr; 
write('Data File: '); 
readln(FileN ame ); 








if (Pos('.' ,FileName) = 0) then 
FileName := FileName + '.ppu'; 
assign(F,FileName ); 
reset(F); 
if not EnOut(FileName) then 
begin 
ClrScr; 
write('Plot (E)pu, E(m)pu, E(f)f, or (L)oss '); 
readln(Choice ); 
Choice := UpCase(Choice); 
case Choice of 
end; 
'E': YLabel := 'Energy Output'; 
'M': YLabel := 'Maximum Available Energy'; 
'F': YLabel := 'Utilization Efficiency'; 
'L': YLabel := 'Energy Loss'; 




for Y := 0 to 9 do 
begin 
end; 
YPos := Y*35 + 50; 
Line(80,YPos,90,YPos); 





case Condition of 
'T': DataName := '% Cloud Transmittance'; 
'L': DataName := '% of Maximum Oear Sky'; 
'O': DataName := '% Ooud Cover'; 
end; 
readln(F,Dummy ,lo); 
for i := 1 to 3 do 
readln(F,Param); 
AllOK := errout(FileName); 
for X := 0 to (Max.Val div 10) do 
begin 
end; 




SetTextJ usti.fy( CenterText,CenterText ); 
for: X := 0 to (MaxVal div IO) do 
begin 
end; 
XPos := 85 + trunc(5450/Max.Val*X); 
MoveTo(XPos,415); 
Dummylnt := X* IO; 
Str(Dummylnt,OutStr); 
OutText(OutStr); 
MaxY := 0.0; 
Value := 0.0; 
i := O; 








case Choice of 
end; 
'E': PlotY := EN; 
'M': PlotY := ENmax; 
'F': PlotY := Eff; 
'L': PlotY := Loss; 
case Condition of .. 
end; 
'T': PlotX := PerTr; 
'L': PlotX := PerCl; 
'O': PlotX := PerCo; 
Value := PlotX; 
NumVal := i; 
case Choice of 
end; 
'E': Maxy := 1.0; 
'M': Maxy := 1.0; 
'F': Maxy := 1.0; 
'L': Maxy := 1.0; 
MoveTo(55,400); 
OutText('0.00'); 
for Y := 1 to 10 do 
begin 
end; 
YPos := 400 - Y*35; 
MoveTo(55,YPos); 





Y := round(lOO*Data[l].PlotY/MaxY); 
IntVar := FALSE; 
YPos := 400 - round(3.5*Y); 
DummyReal := 545/MaxVal; 
MoveTo(85+trunc(Data[ 1 ].PlotX*DummyReal), YPos ); 
for i := 2 to NumVal do 
begin 
Y := round(lOO*Data[i].PlotY/MaxY); 
YPos := 400 - round(3.5*Y); 








Done := TRUE; 
end; 
close(F); 
Done := False; 
while (not Done) do 
begin 
end; 
Key := ReadKey; 
case Key of 
#13: begin 
Done := True; 
end; 
#16: begin 








writeln('Strik:e Any Key to Continue ... '); 
Choice := ReadKey; 
Done := True; 
Close Graph; 
TextMode(LastMode ); } 
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} 
This procedure does the circuit analysis using a file of 
insolation data. 



















if (FileName = ") then 
begin 
write('Enter Solar Data File Name: '); 
readln(FileN ame ); 
end; 
if (pos('.',FileName) <> 0) then 
delete(FileName,pos('. ',FileName )+4,10) 
else 
FileName := FileName + '.DAT'; 
OutPutFile := FileName; 
delete( OutPutFile ,pos( '.' ,OutPutFile )+ 1,3 ); 
OutPutFile := OutPutFile + 'CIR'; 
assign(A,OutPutFile ); 
rewrite( A); 
assign(F ,FileName ); 
reset(F); 
AllOK := not errout(FileName); 
if not AllOK then 
begin 
end; 
writeln('Strike Any Key to Continue ... '); 




readln(F ,Norn V al,Daylnt); 
writeln(A,Num Val,' ',Day Int); 




write('Output File Name: '); 






writeln( OutFile ); 
readln(OutFile ); 
if (OutFile = ") and not UserName then 
OutFile := FileName 
else 
UserName := TRUE; 
if (pos('.',OutFile) <> 0) then 
delete(OutFile,pos( '. ',OutFile ),6); 




OutFile := OutFile + '.ppu'; 
if Prompt then 
begin 
end 








OutFile := OutFile + '.rpu'; 
FileName := UpperCase(FileName); 
if (Copy(FileName,pos('. ',FileName) - 7,1) = 'T') then 
EBase := 1.0 "' NumVal "' Daylnt 
else 
EBase := 2.0"' NumVal"' Daylnt I Pi; 
assign(G,OutFile); 
if UserName then 
if Prompt then 
if FSearch(OutFile,'c:\') <> " then 
begin 
writeln; 
if FileRead then 
begin 
writeln('Output File Exists, Appending'); 









writeln('Output File Exists: (O)verwrite or (A)ppend '); 
Choice := Readkey; 
end; 





AppendFile := TRUE 
AppendFile := FALSE; 





writeln('Calculating ... '); 
AllOK := not errout(OutFile); 
if not AllOK then 
begin 
end; 
writeln('Strike Any Key to Continue ... '); 
Key := ReadKey; 
exit; 




DataLabel := 'Circuit Output, Varying input conditions' 
Delete(DataLabel, 1, 10); 
DataLabel := 'Circuit Output'+ DataLabel; 






if (not RangeData) or Prompt then 
begin 
if RangeData then 
writeln(G); 
writeln(G,DataLabel); 
if RangeData then 





writeln(G,'Io = ',lo:6); 
writeln(G,' '); 
if RangeData and Prompt then 
write(G,'%Tr %Cov %Clr '); 







for I := 1 to NumVal do 
readln(F,Is[I]); 
close(F); 
EN EN max Eff 
VBase := l.38049E-23 * Temp I l.60219E-19* ln(l + l.OE13); 
Voe := l.38049E-23 * Temp I l.60219E-19* ln(l + l/lo); 
if (Rine = 0.0) then 
Rine := 0.1; 
Rpu := Ri; 
while (Rpu <= Rf) do 
begin 
R := Rpu*Voc; 
VMul := l.60219E-19 * R I (Temp * 1.38049E-23); 
{ Calculate the load voltage corresponding to each value of Is 
EN := O; 
ENmax := 0; 
Vmpu := 0.5; 
for I := 1 to NumVal do 
begin 
IpuPrime := ls[I]; 
Ipu := 0.0; 
if IpuPrime > 0.0 then 
begin 
while (abs(lpu - IpuPrime) > l.Oe-6) do 
begin 
Ipu := IpuPrime; 
k2 := exp(VMul*Ipu); 
Loss'); 
fl := Is[I] - Io * (k2 - 1) - Ipu; 
flPrime := -lo * VMul * k2 - l; 
IpuPrime := Ipu - fl/flPrime 
end; 
Ipu := lpuPrime; 
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Vout := Ipu * Rpu * Voe; 
Vpu := VoutNBase; 
xr := ls[I]; 
kl := ls[I]/lo; 
yr := ln(Is[l])/ln(lo); 
VmpuPrime := LO; 
while (abs(Vmpu - VmpuPrime) > 1.0E-6) do 
begin 
VmpuPrime := Vmpu; 
Vmpu := ln(l+kl) - ln(l - VmpuPrime*ln(lo)); 
Vmpu := Vmpu * (1-yr)/ln(kl); 
end; 
lmpu := Vmpu * XY(kl,Vmpu-1) * ln(kl); 
Vmp := Vmpu * Voe; 





Ipu := O; 
Vpu := O; 
Vmpu := 0; 
Impu := O; 
{ Now, calculate the power values and write all of this to the 
output file. } 
end; 
Ppu := Ipu * Vpu; 
Pmpu := Impu * Vmpu; 
EN := EN + Ppu * Daylnt; 
ENmax := ENmax + Pmpu * Daylnt; 
if (Is[I] = 0.0) then 
Is[I] := 0.0; 
writeln(A,ls[I]:5:3,' ',Ppu:5:3); 
if ENmax > 0.0 then 
Eff := EN/ENmax 
else 
Eff := 0.0; 
ENmax := ENmax/EBase; 
EN := EN/EBase; 





DotLoe := pos('. ',FileName) - 6; 
if eopy(FileName,DotLoc,1) = 'A' then 
Trint. Value := 100 
else 
val( eopy(FileN ame,DotLoc,2 ), Trlnt. Value, Code); 
if eopy(FileName,DotLoc+2,1) = 'A' then 
Pert::olnt.Value := 100 
else 
val( eopy(FileName,DotLoc+2,2),Pert::olnt. V alue,Code ); 
if eopy(FileName,DotLoc+4,l) = 'A' then 
Pert::llnt. Value := 100 
else 
val( eopy(FileName,DotLoc+4,2 ),Pert::llnt. V alue,Code ); 
if RangeData then 
write( G, Trlnt. Value :3 ,PerColnt. V alue:5 ,PerCllnt Value :5,' '); 
writeln(G,Rpu:5:3,' ',EN:10:6,' ',ENmax:l0:6,' ',Eff:l0:6,' ',Loss:8:4); 
Rpu := Rpu + Rine; 
writeln(A,'Rpu = ',Rpu:5:3,' lo = ',lo:8); 
close(A); 
close(G); 















DataLabel := 'Maximum Power Points'; 
writeln(G,DataLabel); 
lo := l.OE-13; 
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while (Io < I.OE-I) do 
begin 
writeln(G,"); 
Voe := 1.38049E-23 * Temp I l.60219E-19* ln(l + I/lo); 
writeln(G,'lo = ',lo:8,' Voe = ',Voc:6:4); 
writeln(G,' Is Vmpu Impu Rmpu Pmpu'); 








XPrime := 0; 
if (Loge <> 0) then 
begin 
while (abs(X - XPrime) > 1.0E-5) do 
begin 
XPrime := X; 
X := ln(LogC/(l+XPrime)); 
end; 
Vmpu := 1.38049E-23 * Temp * X I 1.60219E-19; 
Vmpu := Vmpu I Voe; 
lmpu := Is - lo * (exp(X) - l); 
Rpu := Vmpu/lmpu; 






Vmpu := O; 
Impu := 0; 
Rpu := O; 
{ Now, calculate the power values and write all of this to the 
output file. } 













FirstTime := true; 
Trlnt.Value := O; 
PerColnt.Value := O; 
PerCllnt. V aloe := O; 
Trlnt.Start := O; 
PerColnt.Start := 0; 
PerCllnt.Start := O; 
Trlnt.Stop := 10; 
PerColnt.Stop := 10; 
PerCllnt.Stop := 10; 
1bis procedure generates files of insolation data according 
pplied values of transmittance, percent cover, clear 
ntage, and if a fixed system is used, the cloud size and speed 
procedure DayGen(NameFlag: char); 
type 
CloudParam = record 




All OK :boolean; 
LengthOtDay :single; 
al, a2, a3,Fdist,Area,AreaLast :single; 
Small, Medium, Large :CloudParam; 
begin 
FirstTime :=TRUE; 
FileName := GetFileName(NameFlag,FirstTime); 
Randomize; 
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writeln(L, Condition,' ',Max.Val); 
writeln; 
write('Length of day (hours) : '); 





writeln(Length0fDay:3: 1 ); 
readln(LengthOIDay ); 
if not Tracking then 
begin 
end; 
case CloudSize of 
'S': begin 
end; 
al := 0.88; 
a2 := 0.442; 
a3 := 0.18; 
'M': with Medium do 
begin 
end; 
al := 0.346; 
a2 := 0.104; 
a3 := 0.059; 




al := 0.147; 
a2 := 0.033; 
a3 := 0.022; 
while (Trlnt.Value <= Trlnt.Stop) do 
begin 
PerCoint.Value := PerCoint.Start; 
while (PerColnt. Value <= PerCoint.Stop) do 
begin 
PerCllnt.Value := PerCllnt.Start; 
while (PerCIInt.Value <= PerCIInt.Stop) do 
begin 
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FileName := GetFileName(NameFlag,FirstTime); 





if (Condition <> 'A') then 
writeln(L,FileN ame ); 
assign(F ,FileN ame ); 
rewrite(F); 
AllOk := not ErrOut(FileName); 
Transmitt := Trlnt.Value/100.0; 
PerCover := PerColnt.Value/100.0; 
PerClear := PerCIInt.Value/100.0; 
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writeln(F,'Solar Data, Trans. = ',Trlnt.Value:2, ', % Cover= ',PerCoint.Value:2,', 
% Clear = ',PerCIInt.Value); 
DayCount := round(LengthOIDay*3600/Daylnterval); 
NumPts := DayCount; 
writeln(F,NumPts,' ',Day Interval); 
IntCount := 90; 
E := 0.0; 
if not Tracking then 
while DayCount > 0 do 
begin 
Fdist := random; 
AreaLast := 0.0; 
Area := 0.5; 
Fdist := random; 
while abs(Area - AreaLast) > 0.001 do 
begin 
AreaLast := Area; 
Area := (Fdist + a3)/(al - a2*ln(AreaLast)); 
end; 
Cloud Count := round(sqrt(3433609* Area)N elocity ); 
CloudCount := round(OoudCount/Daylnterval); 
if OoudCount = 0 then 
CloudCount := 1; 
if PerCover > 0.0 then 
ClearCount := trunc(OoudCount*(l/PerCover - 1))+1 
else 
ClearCount := 50; 
while aearCount > 0 do 
begin 








with PerCllnt do 
end; 
Insr:= sin(Z)*PerClear; 




Insr := Insr*Transmitt; 
dec(CloudCount); 
dee( ClearCount ); 
if DayCount > 0 then 
begin 
end; 
writeln(F ,lnsr:6:3 ); 
dec(DayCount); 
CloudCount := round(PerCover*DayCount); 
while DayCount > 0 do 
begin 
end; 
Insr := PerClear; 
if CloudCount > 0 then 
begin 
dee( Cloud Count); 
lnsr := Transmitt*Insr; 
end; 
dec(DayCount); 
writeln(F ,lnsr:6:3 ); 
Value := Value + Increment; 
with PerColnt do 
Value := Value + Increment; 
end; 
with Trlnt do 
Value := Value + Increment; 
end; 
if (Condition <> 'A') then 
close(L); 
This procedure displays a menu prompting for which data 
file(s) to plot. The GetFileName procedure is then called, 
















Plot most recently generated data file'); 
Select by file name'); 
Plot most recently generated data range'); 
Select by parameters'); 
FirstTime := 1RUE; 
FirstPlot := 1RUE; 
Quit :=FALSE; 
Choice := 'O'; 
while ((Choice < 'l ') or (Choice > '3 ') and (Choice <> 'X')) do 
begin 
readln(Choice); 
Choice := UpCase(Choice); 
case Choice of 
'l ': PlotData(LastDataFile,Quit); 














write('(T)racking or (F)ixed '); 
readln( Choice); 
if (Choice='T') or (Choice='t') then 
Tracking := 1RUE; 
while (Trlnt. Value <= Trlnt.Stop) do 
begin 
PerColnt.Value := PerColnt.Start; 









TextMode(LastMode ); } 
end; 
PerCllnt.Value := PerCllnt.Start; 
while (PerCIInt.Value <= PerCllnt.Stop) do 
begin 
if not Quit then 
PlotData(GetFileNarne('X' ,FirstTime),Quit); 
with PerCIInt do 
Value := Value + Increment; 
end; 
with PerColnt do 
Value := Value + Increment; 
end; 
with Trlnt do 
Value := Value + Increment; 
This procedure is called if a circuit is to be analyzed. It 
prompts for a (range) of data file(s} using the GetFileNarne 
















Use most recently generated data file'); 
Select by file name'); 
Use most recent data range'); 




Prompt := TRUE; 
UserName :=FALSE; 
SaveValue :=TRUE; 
OutFile := "; 
Choice := 'O'; 
while ((Choice < '1 ') or (Choice > '4') and (Choice <> 'X')) 
begin 




Choice := UpCase(Choice); 
if ((Choice > '0') and (Choice < '5')) then 
begin 
writeln; 
write('Vary R values ? '); 












write('Initial R = '); 
readln(Ri); 
write('Final R = '); 
readln(Rf); 
write('lncrement = '); 
readln(Rlnc ); 
write('lo = '); 
readln(lo ); 
RangeData := FALSE; 
write('R = '); 







write('lo = '); 












Rine := 0.0; 
RangeData := TRUE; 
'l ': MaxPU(LastDataFile,Prompt); 




Save Value := FALSE; 
reset(L); 
readln(L,Condition,MaxV al); 







FileName := GetFileName('X',TRUE); 
while (Trlnt. Value <= Trlnt.Stop) do 
begin 
PerColnt. Value := PerColnt.S tart; 




PerCIInt.Value := PerCllnt.Start; 




MaxPU(GetFileName( 'X' ,F ALSE),Prompt); 
with PerCllnt do 
Value := Value + 
Increment; 
with PerColnt do 
Value := Value + Increment; 
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end; 
with Trlnt do 





This procedure changes the time increment used when 








write('Time increment for insolation calculations (seconds): '); 
readln(Daylnterval); 
writeln; 
This procedure converts a file generated by MaxPU into one 















































Val := lntTR; 




Val := IntCO; 




Val := IntCL; 
write(A,' I '); 
writeln(A,EN:6:4,' ',ENmax:6:4,' ',Eff:6:4,' ',Loss:6:4); 
end; { Listlt} 
begin 
FirstData := TRUE; 
Done:= FALSE; 




write(' .PPU File: '); 
readln(FileName ); 








if (Pos('.',FileName) = 0) then 
FileName := FileName + '.ppu'; 
assign(F ,FileN ame ); 
reset(F); 
PRTFile := FileName; 
delete(PRTFile,pos('. ',PRTFile )+ 1,3 ); 
PRTFile := PRTFile + 'PRT'; 
assign(A,PRTFile); 
rewrite( A); 
if not ErrOut(FileName) then 
begin 
while (not Eof(F)) do 
begin 




case Condition of 
EN max Eff 
'T': DataName := 'varying % Cloud Tran.'; 
'L': DataName := 'varying % Clear Sky'; 
'O': DataName := 'varying % Cloud Cover'; 
end; 




write(A,Dummy, ', R = '); 
for i := 1 to 3 do 
readln(F,Param); 
i := O; 
AllOK := errout(FileName); 
readln(F JntTR,IntCO,IntCL,R,EN ,ENmax,Eff,Loss ); 
write(A,R:5:3, ', '); 



















NextLabel := CONext + NextLabel; 
if Condition <> 'L' then 
write(A,CLLab,IntCL) 
else 
















Done := False; 
{ Initialization Code} 
{ This section of code merely initialized the proper variables. } 
begin 
Temp := 300; { K} 
Day Interval := 300; {Seconds} 
Param := FSearch( 'LASTFILE.FIL' ,' c:\THESIS '); 
if (Param = '') then 
begin 
assign(H, '\thesis\lastfile.fil '); 
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{ Initialization Code) 
{ This section of code merely initialized the proper variables.) 
begin 
Temp := 300; {K) 
Day Interval := 300; {Seconds) 
Param := FSearch('LASTFil..E.FIL','c:\THESIS'); 














Param := FSearch('LASTRNG.FIL' ,'c:\THESIS'); 
if (Param = ") then 




FillChar(PSR",sizeof(PSrec),O); {clear pmscr record to zero) 
with PSR" do 
begin 
GPage := O; {use graphics page 0) 
LPTnum := O; {assume printer on LPTl) 
ScmType := GraphDriver; {use turbo's driver number) 
PS type := 5; {use standard mode) 
LandScape := true; {define the print mode (landscape/upright) 
mono := true; {assume monochrome mode) 
PrnLArea.Xmin := O; 
PrnLArea.Ymin := O; 
PrnLArea.Xmax := 479; 
PrnLArea.Ymax := 800; 
PrnUArea.Xmin := O; 
PrnUArea.Ymin := O; 
PrnUArea.Xmax := 959; 
PrnUArea.Ymax := 431; 
PrnArea := PrnUArea; 
ScmArea.Xmin := O; 
{define the printer landscape defaults) 
{define the printer upright defaults) 
{start with upright print default) 
{define the screen defaults) 
127 
end; 
ScmAreaYrnin := O; 
ScmArea.Xrnax := 639; {VGA graphics assumed} 
ScmArea.Yrnax := 479; 
initpm(PSR"); {now go initialize it} 
Code := RegisterBGIDriver(@EGA VGA); 
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Repeating equation (11) from page 22: 
Io [exp(eV/kT) - l], 
we find the power by multiplying both sides by the voltage V, which results in 
equation ( 19). 




TaJcing the derivative of both sides with respect to V, and setting dP/dV to zero and 
grouping terms gives equation (20). 
0 = Is + Io - Io [(1 + eV/kT) exp(eV/kT)] (20) 
After putting the current terms on one side of the equation, the voltage terms on the 
other, we get equation (21). 
1 + Isflo= (1 + eV/kT) exp(eV/kT) (21) 
For each value of 15 and Io, the terms on the left-hand side of equation (21) 
evaluate to a constant, and V can then be solved for iteratively. The value for V is 
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Abstract In aany photovoltaic systems, the solar 
cell array ls designed to power a apeclric single load. 
Several loads or the sue or different types may be 
powered either by separate solar cell sources ror each 
one, or alternatively, by a common solar cell source 
tor all the loads; and tor each one or these two 
possibilities, the system aay include a maximum power 
point-tracker (HPPT). The purpose or this paper ls to 
introduce a procedure tor co11par1n1 these two possible 
Htupe. Loads that are COMected to e common source 
interact wlth each other so that one load may improve 
ita operation at the expense or another load. The 
criterion tor comparing the performance or the loads 
is the •energy utilization ettlclenc)"'. Two types or 
loads were considered as examples: (a) two ditterent 
ohmic loads; and (b) two different water electrolyzer 
loads. The study showa: the performance or one load 
arrects the performance or another load ln a common 
soiree ayate11; in systems not including HPPTs, the 
total pertoraace or all the loads ln a common source 
ayate11 ls laproved as compared to the performance or 
all the loads when they are powered separately by 
1ndiv1dual sources; ln systems including HPPTa, the 
total performance or all the loads ls the same when 
powered either by a common soiree or by single 
sources; and HPPTs 111prove the performance or loads, 
the amount depending on the alsaatch or the loads to 
the solar cells. 
INTRODUCTION 
In aany stand-slone photovoltaic systems, the 
solar cell (SC) array ls designed to power a specitic 
alngle load, such as a warning light, a water 
electrolyzer, or a water pump. Several loads or the 
same or ditterent types that are ln cl015e proximity to 
each other may be powered either by a separate SC 
soiree tor each one, or alternatively, by a common SC 
eource tor all the loads. Loads or either the same or 
ditterent types may have ditterent 1-V characteristics, 
and since a SC soiree ls a finite power one and has 
ditterent I-V external characterlstlcs rrom the 
conventional power soiree, 1t can be expected that the 
operation or the ditterent loads will also be 
dltterent when the loads are powered either by 
separate sources or by a common SC source. It ls 
possible that the operation or one load aay be 
improved at the expense or another load, or the total 
performance or all the loads powered by the common 
source can also be improved. In certain cases, such 
as at low solar lnsolation, lt might be a:lvantageous 
to discoMect a load rrom the system ln order to 
improve the operation or another load. 
The purpose or this study ls to introduce a 
procedure tor analyzing the interaction between 
ditterent loads when they are connected to a common 
SC source, and also to compare the load performances 
when connected to separate soirces. Two types or 
loads as examples are considered separately: (a) two 
ditterent ohmic loads; (b) two different water 
electrolyzer loads. A comparison or the operation or 
the above two loads was also performed tor systems 
that incorporate a maximum power point-tracker, ror 
both the separate and common SC sources, The 
criterion tor comparing the performance ls the •energy 
utilization etticienc)"'. 
It is assumed that the operation or the loads 
takes place on a clear c1ay-· with the variation or the 
solar insolation g1 ven by: 
Ci • 100 sin .. (1) 
where Ci is the solar lnsolation in percentages or ONE 
SUN, and v is the solar angle in degrees. The solar 
angle is related to the solar time by: 
T • (., + 90)/15 (2) 
when at solar noon CT • 12:00) the solar angle is 90•. 
A •ttme utilization etticienc)"' '7 vu detlned 1n [1 J 
by: 
'7 • 100 P/PH (3) 
where P ls the SC array output power, and P ls lts 
aaximum output power; both are functions or t~e solar 
insolatlon Ci. The •energy utilization ettlciencY" or 
the solar cells ln the system ls Cletlned here by: 
J12:00 /J12:00 flE • P(T)dT P H(T)dT 
T1 o 
where the numerator la the input energy to the load by 
the SC array during the operating period between some 
time T and noon; and the denominator is the maximum 
availab\e energy that the SC array can supply. The 
time T 1 corresponds to some threshold operating value 
or the load, e.g., current, voltage or power. Because 
or the assumed symmetry or the lnsolation around noon, 
the calculation ls performed tor halt a day. The fl., 
indicates the degree or utilization or the solar cell!! 
ln the system, or ln other words, the degree or 
aatching the load to the solar cells. 
The SC array used in this study is represented by 
the following I-V approximate equation: 
where 
I - I + I 
V • - IR + 1 tn( ph o) 
s A I 0 
(5) 
ls the photocurrent (amps.) proportional to the 
solar insolation; 
ls the reverse saturation current; 
is the series resistance; 
is the electron charge; 
A I• the ICIH11t.J tact.or; 
1e I• the 101111ann oonstant.; 
T la the abaolute temperature; and 
A • q/AkT, 
A auttable • rr•r tor the Clltterent alngle loads 
oonalata or 18 parallel atrlnp, each atrln& ••Cle up 
or 9 panels In aeries, and each panel haYlng 36 
aerles-coMect.ed oella. ~ parueter Yalues or a 
alngle cell are I0 -0.•Sx10- A; A•13.68 1 IV; 118 •0.050; 
md I -o. 756 A Cat the lnaolatlon or 1000 v.-2.1001 
1naoil\onr,- The appropriate I-V equation or the arrar 
I•: 
1 Iph -I•0,0081 
V • -0,9 I • D.ill22 In ( 0.0081 l ' (6) 
where tor 100S lnaolatlon, Illh•13.615 A; v •176 V; 
•Cl PM•UOO V. The OO••on SC llClirce la •aele 'lfi, ot two 
equal alnlle aoirces (eq. (6)) ooMect.eCI 1n parallel. 
The I-V equation tor thla arrar Is: 
Iph -I+0,0162 
y • -O~llS I • ~ In ( -0.0162 l ' m 
where tor 100S 1naolatlon, Iph-27.23&1 Y •176¥; and 
, "·2800 v. oc 
It la neoeasarr to point out that tor Identical 
loadl or the aue tfpe and al• powered bJ Identical 
IC arra:rs, and tor loads ot the aue t.)1111 but 
dltterent In al• that are powered bJ' proportional al•• or SC rrars, the operation or the loads are the 
aue when powered elthr bJ Hparate eoiroes or bJ a 
-•on SC 1101roe. The operation ot the loads are 
eirpecteel to be dltterent tor oues as: loads or 
llltterent tws powered bf appropriate sc arrarliiiiir 
Jiiids or the aaine type but dltrerent In their llze 
-powered bY ldentlCAl sc arra:rs; ioadi or Chi aue trpe 
pOVE'ed bJ SC arr•a:rs or tne a"iie aize Out lliYlii1 
~' ilther In £nelr load or array parametera. -
ltn•al, d1tt•ences ln the load and ~array 
dlaracterl•Uoa ••Y ineYlt•blJ be introduced in the 
aptn Cleslan or during the operation leael1ng to 
t11rr .. ent operation or the loads when powered bJ' 
aln&le aoirces or by a C011•on aoirce or aolar cella. 
MAXIMUM POllER POINT-TRACKER (MPPTl 
ror ••x1•um utlliutson or tha aolar cells, the 
.. tdlln& or the load to the aolar cell array Is 
accoapllaller. by incorporating into the ayatn an 
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Flg. 1. Photovoltaic system: 
(a) system cons1st.lng or a solar cell array, 
an MPPT, and • load; 
(b) the equiYalent 
2 
point-tracker. The MPPT ••Y .lie Ylewea as a 
tlae-Yarlable tranaroraer (TVT) [2], In wh1Ch the 
t.ransror11atlon rat.lo •n• la changed electronically, 
oorrespond1ng t.o the Yarlatlona or the 1oae1 operating 
point Clue to the wartatlona or the aolar snsolat1on. 
Fia. 1a represents a ayste• oonalat.ln1 or an SC array; 
an MPPT with a rat.lo or 1 :n; and a load. The array 
operates at It.I 111x1111111 power output, P •V,.l , where 
VM and IM are the YOltage and currenr a'i "••x1•um 
power, repectlYely. Thlll power l• ClellYered t.o the 
load bf •Hns or the MPPT (uau111n1 1001 err1c1ency 
or the MPPT), I.e., 
(8) 
Loida or e11rrerent tfpes •ay be represented (using 
Thnenln'a theorea) bf an equivalent wltaae V ln 
aerln with an equtYalent rniatance R. Ualng the0 m 
tranatoraatlon (see F11. 1b), one ••Y wrlt.e: 
'" • Y~ • ~II' • Vo'n • y1n2 , 
ror which the solution tor n Is: 
(9) 
Y r V I RJ112 n • Jt. + ( 2Vo )2 • iL 
M M M 
. (10) 
The load Yoltaae YL and the load cirrent 1i. are 
relat.ed to YM and IM oy: 
and 
'L • nVM and 1i. • J:M/n • 
PM • Y0IL + ~R • 
(11) 
(12) 
In the tollowing aectlon, •~ch tJpe or load 11 
anal1zed aeparately tor the tolloving cues, and 
ooncluslons are drawn tor: 
1. A apte11 wit.bout an MPPT where a single load 
la powered bJ a alnlle aoirce; 
2. A a111tem without an MPPT where t.wo loads are 
powered bJ a C01111on aoirce; 
3. A ayatn with an MPPT where a llingle load ia 
powered bJ a llinll• aoirce; and 
11. A apt.em with an MPPT where two loads are 
powered by a coaaon aoirce. 
OHMIC LOAD 
Two ohmic loads or e11trerent alze but designed 
according t.o a 001111on criteria are coMected thusly; 
the tlrst time aeparately to a aln&le SC arrar (eq. 
(6)); and the aeoond t.l•e In parallel to a double-sized 
common SC arrar, (eq, (T)), u ahown In Figs. 21 and 
2b, respectlvelr. These two cases are analyzed aaaln 
when connected Into aystems contllnlng MPPTs (Flp. Ta 
OOOt---1• ...... --. 
0 0 0 "• "· ""•·"• 000---....__. .. , 
0 0 0 0 0 0 ... 1..:.•,......... ........ 1,.11.1 
000 000 Iii.·•· 
ooo o 001--....._~ 
, .., 
Fig. 2 Ohmic loads: 
(a) single load and aingle aource; 
(b) C01Dbined load and comoon source. 
• 'h). ,.,.. load l'etllt811CH or .L . ··, .•. t6D llld .L 
• I.,, • tS.11D were lleter•lMd tor equal Input power 
et f]oo watta at one SUI Caee na.3. po1nt.1 c and r>. 
TIM ttrnhold operatlna potnt• or UleH loan are at a 
8llCI Cl, aaatn, eorre1pondln1 to equal Input power or 
1'0 watu. Power1 or les1 than UO watu for Heh 
load are oonaldered unuHrul power•. 
1. Oper•tlon or a Sy1t1• Vltllout an MPPT tor a Sln1le 
CIMlc L.oad and a s1n11e Souroe 
till J-f oharacterlatlc or mn Olllllc load la Si'r•n 
(13) 
Ttle l•Y cm.racterl1tlca ot tile SC lllTl:I' tor Cltrterent 
lewell or tnaohtlon, 111 prc1nta1es or OllE SUN, 
-puted 111 eq. (6), are allOwn In rta. 3. Ttle ftsure 
alao includes the ••lll•um power Un• P", mno the two 
load Unn lletlnad 111 eq. (13). Ttle 11•te• "Operation 
111 C11ter81ned b:I' t.he Snteraeotlon polnt or t.tle load 
UM Wit.ti the I-V Ofllr1ct.erl1Uca or tile SC 80lrOI ror 
Y1rlou1 tnaolatlon 1•••11, s.e., polnta a, b, and c. 
The load CUl'rent 11 obtained b)' equatlna •Ill• (6) and 
(13), and sohina l Cuatna • -put.er lltrar1 prosru), 
t.e., 
· 1 1p11 -Ii ..i.ooe1 
~·91i. •o.oim&nC 6.6061 >-11.,i... and 1121i.· m> 
The corruponcllna load .it.as• Y ls t.llen 0011Pllted 
fl'Oll eq. (13), and the load Snpu~ power Ss PL•YL J, • 
n&. • OUcribH t.tle pert-ance or t.tleH two lGH,-~ 
- CIU - --·YIVI 
FlJ. 3. I•V ch1racUrl1t1cs or the llnale SC aource 
and the aeparate ohlllc loaelll. 
- f. ; 10 ~ i ~ -~b-.~~~-11JOI 
t i~-+-~T--t------pgl 
I g 
ol - .:Bor 
- TM:•Tl-1 
Flt:. •• TIH ut.Ulz.atlon et'tlclencea or the aeparate 
OhlllC loadl wltllOut an ltPPT. 
a runct.ton or Ult solar ti•• T (eq, (2)), tro. 1unrue 
(T.o6100) t.o - (T•l2100), Tiie ri1. '' lncluelea: the 
•Olar luolltlon G; ti. 81'1'11 •al1111111 power P : the 
two load Input powera POI ) and PC• h and tht' loaa 
ti•• ut.lUutlon errtclenc\ea ~Cl 'I and ""(R ) as 
ftrtned bJ eq, (3), The ener11 ut1llbt.lon 1rrlc1inc!es 
an calculated b:r IQ, C•> wlth t.i. tlalp or • computer 
1Urar1 p-osru based on the t11eor1 or SPLINES [3], , .•.. 
112100 /1'2100 "£011) • Pl111)dT PMCIT•78,US 
07112 0 
112100 /J12:00 "£(112) • PCll2)dT P MCIT • 92. 76 S 
06:53 0 
(15) 
n. aftl'qe or "£<•, > and "Ec112> la: 
"£<11 •tz> • 15.U . (16) 
The utUluUon or itie oeila bJ t.he load 12 la hl&her 
UllJI b)' •, • 
I. Operation or a S11tH Vlthout. an MPPT tor Two 
Otullic L.oaelll and a COll•on Soiree 
The tvo ohlllc loam ... nov -ct•d to 1 
-•on aoiroe u allOwn ln r11. 2b. Ttle SC arr11 
eirrant 111 obt.alned fl'1111 the aolut.ton or eq. <T> and 
fl'Oll t.ha paraUeJ.r oomectecs load, 11nn 111: 
1 lp11-li..O.Ot62 
~.•5Ii, • o.od2 enc 6.0162 >-<11, ll 112>1i. • <tT> 
tor vh!ch thl Yolt.11• or t.h• loada ta 'i.-<:'il 11112~, 
;:~2>~ 1a...1oa~ 1:-":.ct:S:uc!i-':~ )~ s!' .,.,.., ~ 
fll '111 l!a'bined load I.. •111 ll 112, and ot each load In 
thl oo•blned •Jatn ari-..anovn 'ln r11. s. Ttle aolut.ton 
1• apln for •<•,> and PCll2)a,.ow. Since ti. co•blned 
load ahal'n a -•on Y01011, the ttreahold power or 
1'ow 1• flr'8t ruclled 111 load I at polnt a (06:55 
aolll' U.1). Vith the illCl'IUI or 1the JntolaUon, load 
~ .. •t.ll'U w operate at potnt • (07117 solar tlH). 
l"ll• 6 C111c1"1bes the load fjvera PCll ) and P(ll ): the 
oo•blned load power P(ll_, 1112): and1 t.hl utll~z.atlon 
etrlclencln ~ ot t.ha 108111' u • tunctlon or the 
•olar U111. &a la H1dent fl'oa flp. • and 6, t.he 
oonnect.lon or the two loads to a oomaon aouroe 
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r11. s. 1-V characterllt!ca or t.t1e co••on sc aource 
and the co•bined oh•lc loada. 
co•pared to the pertor•ance or the aame loads vhen 
powered rrom aingle aources. The eneru ut1lizat1on 
etticienci•a are: 
and 
"£<R1 )-58.60S; t;;<R2)•31.12S; 
"£(R1IIR2>•89.72S • 
(18) 
By co•par1ng the tvo possible connect.tons or the 
loads, the tirst ti•• to Hparate aourcea and the 
aecond t1•• to a com•on aource, the concluaiona (eqs. 
(15), (16) and (18)) are: 
(a) the operation or the load Ri.•8. 16D ia l•proved 
by 58.60 - 78.U/2 • 19.38S; 
(b) the operation or the load R •15.18D 
Cleterloratea by 31.12 - 92.76/2 • 15.261; and 
(c) the operation or the cOllbined load Ri.•R11 IR2 la 
!•proved by 89.72 - 85.60 • -.12s. 
- 'l'IE-TIHOUlll 
Fig. 6. Time utilization ettlciency or the 0011bined 
ohlllic loads vtthout an KPPT. 
000 
000 





rtg. 1. A photovoltaic aystH vlth an HPPT: 
Fig, 8. 
(a) alngle aources and aeparate ohmic loads; 
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variation or load voltages, and transtor11ation 
ratios or single and common sources tor Ohmic 
loads. 
4 
The errtciencles ln the above calculations are dlvleleCI 
by the factor 2 because the cOllpariaon ls Hde tor 
alngle loads once connected to a alngle source and 
aecond tl•e COMected to a double11zed aource. 
3. Operation or a System Wlt.h an HPPT tor a Single 
Ohmic Load and a Single Source 
Reterring to Fig. 1a and eq. (10), v •O tor an 
Ohlllc load; the transror11at1on ratio or the0 HPPT thus 
becomes; 
( 19) 
and the load voltaq, current, and power are: v •nV , 
l, •I..M/n, and P•PH•:t;.R,, respectively. The two ~oa~, 
ft•H: and Ri.•R , are oonnect.ed aeparately to aln&le 
;Jsur~s (eq. (°l)), as ahown in Flg. 7a. Acaln, the 
operation or the loada is constrained by P(R ) and 
PCR2.)~1-0W. Since the HPPT (assumln1 100S errlclency 
ot """the HPPT) Ht.Ches the load line to the •uimum 
power line or the SC array, the time utilization 
ettlclency or the aolar cells ls 100 S tor the period 
ot operation. On the other hand, the energy 
utilization etticiency ~ is leas than 100S, because 
the aolar ti•e tor vhlc'b the loads start to operate 
depends on the threshold power C1-0W); this time tor 
both loads 1• T-06:3-. The eneru utilization 
ettlclencies, ln this case, are the aue tor both 
loads: 
and the avra1e is: 
C21) 
Shown in r11. 8 aa a runction or the SC array 
11ax111um power P are: the variation or the 
tranat'orHtion ratl4o n•V1._IVK. (nCR1), nCR-2)); the load 
voltage vL or ••Ch loa-a, W1.<R1J, Y1.<H"2 )); and the 
voltage at ••xl.111111 power P (llinile aourlle - UOO W). 
This t11ire shove that t~ variation or the load 
voltage v ta larger than the variation or the array 
voltage v;. By coaparlng the pertoraance or the two 
aystema, ·one wlt.h an HPPT and the other without lt, 
both tor alngle source operation, the conclusion (eqs. 
(15) and (20)) 111 in ravor or using an HPPT aince: 
(a) the operation or load RL•B.1611 111 111proved by 
20.81S; and 
(b) the operation or load !IL •15.18D ls laproved by 
6.-9S. 
•· Operation or a System With an MPPT tor Two Ohmic 
LOads and a Common Source 
In our last example, the two ohmic loads are 
oonnect.ed to the common source (eq. (7)) via the HPPT, 
as shown in Fig. 'Tb. The tranaror11ation ratio •n• is 
civen in eq. C19), where the load resistance ~ ls the 
resistance or the parallel connection or R1 and 112• 
The equivalent load voltage 111 VL•nVH' and the cirrei'lt 
ls 11. •lH/n. The powers are: 
P • PK• PH(R1) + PKCR2) • ~~(R1 I IR2); 
P M(R 1) • \ CR1 )VI. • ~CR1 )RL (R1) ; and (22) 
2 
PH(R2) • \<R2)V!. • IJ. (R2)'1, (ll2), 
vhere 11.(R1)•V1./Rl.(R1), and IL(ll2)•V1./R!.(R2). Again, 
the sollltlon u-ror PCR1l and P(R2 l~1llOW; aliel ror 1oos 
efrtclency or the KPPT. Because -or the load matching, 
the Ume utilization efticiency or the combined load 
tor the period or operation la 100S; for R1•B.16D it 
ls 65.0llS; anel tor R2.15,1811 it ls 311.96S, as shOwn in 
l 
,; 
: ! llllOI-__.--+>¥----+~=-=-____, I 
j. i12 I 
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FJg. 9. Tiae utilization ert'tctency or the oom btneel 
ohaic loacla wtth an HPPT. 
Ft1. 9. Tbe tlll'nhold power or 1110 Watts ts obtaineel 
at the aolar t1•e or 06:28 t'or R1 anel at 06:1t~ ror R2• 
The ener1y utilization ett'ictences are: 
and 
"E(R1) • 611.75S ; "E(R2) • 3-.sos 
"ECR1 I IR2) • 99.25S 
(23) 
Shown ln r11. 8 u a runction or the SC array 
aa:daua power P (common aoi.rce- 2800W) are: the 
Yarlatton or the 'lranaroraation ratio n<R1 I IR2 ); the 
load YOltap YL(lt1 llR2); and the woltage at Hztmum 
power YH. 
The tollowtnc conclusions are Crawn: 
(a) BJ coaparin1 eqs. (18) and (23), the perrormances 
or two ayatems with a common soiree, one with an 
HPPT and the other without, we aee that there 1S 
an iaprowment or 9.53 S in the aystem performance 
that included an HPPT. 
(b) By comparln& eqs. (21) and (23), the performance ot' 
two ayatems with alngle aoirces and a common 
aoirce, both aystHs 1nclud1nc an HPPT this time, 
ve see that the improvement is the sue tor both 
aystems, due to both havlna an HPPT. 
(c) By coapar1n1 eqs. (20) and (23), where a1atn there 
are ain&le aources and a common aouroe, and where 
the HPPT 1• included both times, but where the 
oomparison 1• this time between individual loaels, 
ve an that there ts an improvement or 15.13 S ln 
the performance or the load R •8. 1611, at the 
expense or load RL •15.1811, ln t~ common aource 
ayate11. 
VATEll El..ECTROL?ZER LOADS 
Two water electrolyzer loads, VE1 and 11£2, are 
aeparately connected, the rlrst time to two single SC 
arrays, (eq. (6)), and the second time to a 
double-sized 001111on array, (eq. (7)), as shown in Figs. 
10a and 1 Ob. 
1. Operation or a System Without an HPPT ror a Single 
Water Electrolyzer anel a Stng1e Source 
The I-V characteristics or a water electrolyzer 
may be represented by the equation: 
where Y0 1• the open clrcult Yoltap, and II is the 
internal reaistance. Fi1. 11 ahows ¥.11e I-V 
characterist1ca or the ain1le SC array Ceq. (6)), and 
the etra11ht line• of the two electrolyzere 1iven here 
by: 
(VE1) , Y • TO • It. 82 I , 
(VE2) , Y • 90 • 3.1t5 I , 
(25) 
000 




Fig. 10. Water electrolyzer loael: 
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Cal aingle load and aJ.n&le soiree; 
(b) combined load and comaon aouroe. 
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Fig. 11. I-V characteriattcs or the single SC source 
and the separate electrolyzer loads. 
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Fi&. 12. Time utll1zat1on et't'JcJencJes or the separate 
electrolyzer loads without an HPPT. 
where 
Y01 •70 V , V02•90V , Rpl·-.11211, and Rp2•3.-5D .(26) 
It is uswaed that" t.he electrolyzera atart. to operate 
at Jnsolation levels vhen aut't1clent current. dens! ty 
bu been obtained, l.e., at threshold current or one . 
ampere (aee points a and b). Good matching or an 
elect.rolyzer to the SC array can be obtained by 
carefully aelecting the nuintier or cell• in the 
electrolyzer, u ahown ln Fi1. 11 by the close 
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r11. 13. I-V characterlatlcs of the oo••on SC aouroe 
· and the combined electrolyzer loads. 
p • Tiie cirrent le obtalned by equatinl eqs. (6) and 
(~5), and aolY1ng I, i.e., 
' I -1i_ •O. 0081 
-0,9'.L .~22 t.n( ph 0 OOBI )•TO•ll.821i. and 90•3.1151i.· 
· "lo 0.U'I.:.: ' (27) 
Tiie load 'fOltage le ll•en by eq. (25), and the load 
power la PL •YL I,. Ff.s. 12 deacrll>u the pertor•ance 
ot theae tvo 'l.dads as runctlollll' of the aolar tl•e T. 
The r11ire includea: the 11o1ar lneolatlon G; array 
power p 1 the two load input power• P(VE1) and P<WE2); 
and the" load ti•• ut1Uzat1on .rrscsences 11.r<WEI) and 
11.r<WE2). Because or &00d •atch1ng between "the loads 
81\d the SC arra1, the ener11 ut11lzat1on etrlclences 
.,.e hilh (the oalculatlone follow the srocedure .. 
ducrlbed tor the ohmc load)1 
(28) 
The ener11 utilization etrtclency of both electrolyzera 
le: 
"£(WEI • llE2) • 99.02J (29) 
2. Operation or a Syetem Without an MPPT tor Two 
Water Electrolyzera and a Common Source 
The abcve11ent1oned two electrolyzera are 
ooMected in parallel to a common 1101rce, as •hown in 
Fig. 10b. The equivalent or the parallel connection or 
these two loada ia: 
where 
Y • Yoeq • IRpeg , (30) 
R 2 R 1 R,,1R,,2 
y y ---2.L.y ..JL, and R •nr .(31) 
oeq• 01 Rp1•Rp2 o2Rp1•Rp2 peq pl p2 
The arra1 current la obtained trOll the aolutlon or 
eqa, (7), (26), (30J and (31): 
I -1i_ •O. 0162 
-o.•5'.L ·~ln( ph 0162 ) • 81.66•2.0lli. • (32) ,. 0.0 .. 22 o. 
The electrolyzer•e voltage 1a YL•81 •. 66•2.01IL' and the 
currents are: 
1i_(llE1)•(YL-v01 )tllPl and 1i_(llE2).(VL-v02>tRP2 .(33) 
The I-V character1at1cs or the SC arra1, the oo•blned 
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Fl1. 111. TIH ut111zatlon eft1c1ency ot the -blned 
electrolyzer loads vlthOut. an MPPT. 
electrol1zer loads WEI I IWE2, and each load WE1 and WE2 
1n the oomblned 11y1t.em are 11hown in Fig. 13. For low 
lneolation lnel•, tor vh!ch I, (llE2)<1.0 A, only WE1 
operat.ea (He line ac). For h1!Lher lnsolatlon levels, 
both the elect.rolyzere operate (aee line de). r11. 1-
deecribee the electro11aer•11 input powers P(WE1), 
P(WE2), and the combined power P(llEI I IWE2); and their 
utilization errtc1enc1ea 11.r as a tunct1on or the 1101ar 
tl•e T. &1a1n, the lnt .. •ction between the loacla and 
It.a .rrect on their operation in the co•blned 1ystem 
te nldent (Flp. 12 ud 111). The energy utilization 
erticlencles are: 
and 
11g(WEO • s6.11ss ; 11g(WE2) • 113.ou; 
llg(WEI I IWE2) • 99.52 S • 
By comparing the perrorHnce of the loads, the tlret 
tl•e OOM•cted to Hparate 11ources, end the aecond ti•• to a common 11ource, the concluslone (eqs. (28), 
(29) and (311)) are: 
(a) the operation or electrolyzer WE1 la ieproved 
by T.1TS1 
(b) the operation or electrolyzer WE2 deteriorate 
by 6.67'; and 
(c) the oper•t.lon or -blned elect.rol1zere 
IEI I IWE2 le !•proved by 0.5S. 
3. Operation or a Sntem With an MPPT tor a Sin111e 
Water Elect.rolyzer Load and a Sin§le Source. 
A etngle water electrol:rzer eyatem including an 
MPPT le represented in Flg. 1a, and the tranarormatlon 
ratio •n• ls 11ven by eq. (10). The load voltage, 
current and power are VL•nVM' 1i,•1Mln, and P•P"•VLIL' 
respect1vel11 er 
PM • 1i_ y0 • ~RP • (35) 
Since the MPPT •atdles the load-line to the maximum 
power line or the SC array, the time ut1llzatlon 
ertlclency or the solar cells le 100J tor the period 
or operation. On the other hand, the energy 
utlUzaUon errtcsency "t: tor WEI and llE2 la less than 
100 S, because the solar time when the loads start to 
operate depends on the threahOld current (1.0 A). The 
reaUlta ere: 
and 
"t:(llE1) • 99, 77'; 11g(WE2) • 99.63S; 
(36) 
11g(WE1 •WE2) • 99. 70 S 
Shown in Flg. 15 as a tunctlon of the SC arra1 maximum 
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rta. 15. Variation or the .oltages, and transror•ation 
ratioa or single mid common eoirces ror the 
electrolyzer loads. 
power P m-e: · the 'IU'iation or the transrormation 
ratio (n~WE1), n(WE2)); the load Yoltage YL or each 
elactrolyzer (YL(WE1), YL(WE2)); mid the ~ltage at 
11ax1•1111 power r: (ainau· 1ource - 11100 V). Because 
th• load Unn I-a poeitlonad close to the ••X1mum 
power lines or the SC arrays, the nr1at1on or the 
load •oltages with rnpect to Y 1• emall mid hence .. 
the nr1at1on or •n• le also .. Jh. By comparing the 
perrorm.nca or the two systems, one vith an MPPT and 
the other vlthout lt, ror 1ingle source operation, the 
results (eqs, (28) and (30)) 1hov only a Hall 
i•provement in using an MPPT: 
(a) the operation or VE1 le improved by 1.21 S; and 
(b) the operation or VE2 11 improved by 0.15S. 
II. ration or a S stem With an MPPT ror Tvo 
ectrolyzer Loads and a Common source 
The tvo water electrolyzers VE1 and VE2 vere 
oonnected in parallel to • oommon SC array source, as 
ahovn ln Fig. 10b, but this time Yia an MPPT. The 
transcrmation ratio •n• according to eq. (10) is: 
n • ~+ (~)2+.:!!..l!!!S Y [V IR ~112 
2VM 2VM VM 
(37) 
where Y and R are 11ven in eqs. (26) mid (31), 
i.e., V oe981.66 ~ f8i.d R •2.01 ll. The combined load 
Yoltage~'burrent and po.f:ill are: VL•nVM; 1i_•IM/n; and 
P•PM•VL 1t.• reapectlvely, or 
(38) 
The electrolyzers• currents are given in eq. (33), and 
their powers are: 
P(WE1) • VL1t_0lE1) • 1t_(llE1) v01 + IfCVE1)Rpl 
(39) 
P(VE2) • VL1t_(llE2) • 1i_(llE2) V02 + lfC11E2)Rp2 
Bec"use or load •atching, the time utilization 
errt:iency or the combined electrolyzer load ror the 
period or operation is 100S. The variations ot P(llE1), 
P(WE2), 11,-(WEl), and TL,.(llE2) are similar to those in 
Fig. 1 ~. ,.he energy ut1Uzat1on etticienciea are: 
7 
and 
riE(W£1)•56.66S ; "E(VE2l-•3.20S; 
"E(WE1llVE2)•99.86, 
The following conclusions are drawn: 
(al By co•paring eqs. C3•l and <•Ol, the perror11ance ot 
tvo aysteme vith a common aoirce, one with an 
MPPT and the other without, ve see that there is 
only a uall improvement or 0.3- S ln the system 
perror•ance that included the MPPT; 
(b) By comparing eqs, (36) and (-0), the pertor11ance or 
two systems vith single sources and a common 
source, both systems including an MPPT, we see 
that there le a minor improveaent or 0.16S tor the 
common soiree arrangement; 
(cl By comparina eqs. (36) and C•Ol, where again there 
are aingle aoircea and a ca11on aoirce, and where 
the MPPT 1a included both t111es, but where the 
COllparison le between 1ndiY1dual loads, we see that 
there i• an improvement ot 6. 78 S in the 
pertormance ot VE1, and a deterioration in the 
perrormance or VE2 by 6.62 S, in the common source 
ay11tem. 
CONCLUSIONS 
The paper introduced a Jll"Ocedure tor coaparing 
the pertormanoee ot loads vhen: the ttrat ti.. they 
vere oonnected to separate aolar cell aoircea; and the 
aecond time vhen they were oonnacted to a common 
""aolar cell source. The coaparieon or the load 
performances wu also clone tor the aue aystems when 
MPPTe vera included. The criterion tor the comparison· 
vu the •energy utilization etticiencf", Two aample 
loads vere analrzed as examples: (a) tvo ditterent 
ohmic loads1 and (b) two dirterent veter electrolyzer 
loads. The oonclusions are: 
1. There 111 an interaction between the loads in a 
aystem vith • com•on aource, vith and without 
MPPTs, auch that one load l•provea its 
pertormance, but at the expenae ot th• other load; 
2. In ayeteme not Including MPPTs, the total 
pertormance ot all the loads 1n a common aource 
ayetem ia Improved as co11pared to the pertor11ance 
or all the loads, but vhen they are powered 
aeparately by indivldual aources; 
3. In ayste11s including MPPTe, the total pertormance 
or all the loads i• the same vhen powered either 
by a common aoirce or by single aourcea; 
-· The pertor11ance or a load is improved in a system 
including an MPPT, the amount ot the imP"ovement 
depending on the mismatch ot the load to the solar 
cells; 
5. In certain cases, it might be advantageous to 
disconnect a load trom a common source system in 
order to improve the operation ot another load. 
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